Performance Art Festival Archive
Inventory and Shelflist

These materials were collected by Thomas Mulready, who founded the Cleveland Performance Art Festival (PAF), which was held yearly from 1988-1999. The Performance Art Festival was the largest event of its kind, attracting artists from around the world. Interested artists applied to be in the festival, sending materials which included a videotape that in some way related to their proposed work. Jurors evaluated the work based on artistic merits, cost, and feasibility.

The collection has several major components:

- **Performance Videotapes.** Virtually all of the performances were videotaped from two camera angles. These tapes include over 2000 hours of footage in various formats. These tapes will not be available for viewing until they have been transferred to a more stable media.
- **Festival Photographs.** Most festival events were documented with black and white or color photographs. A considerable portion of this material in the form of 35mm slides, which are not included on this inventory and which have not yet been transferred to CSU.
- **Artist Applications and Related Materials.** These include the original artist applications, as well as supporting material, including videotapes, photographs, postcards, print documentation, and other related material.
- **Festival Business Records.** The business records include material related to Festival finances, as well as considerable documentation of the festival itself, primarily through material like press releases and copies of other documents produced by the Festival. Especially notable are books of press clippings, publicity photographs, and correspondence.
- **Programs and Posters.** The Festival posters and programs list the participating artists, dates, and performance titles. They often include other background information and photographs of the featured artists.
- **Other Ephemera.** This includes t-shirts, art created by featured artists, and ephemera submitted with Festival applications.

The collection is primarily housed in standard size file boxes. These are the boxes referred to in the list below. Posters are stored flat, separately.

The collection is organized by series, and then box number within the series. Within most boxes, the contents are described by folder, in the order that they were placed in the box. In boxes where the material does not appear to be in any order, for example, videotapes or ephemera, the items are described in a manner that seems consistent with their contents. The numbering system for the boxes was created by Mulready and has been retained at Cleveland State University (CSU). Not all of the boxes on this list were transferred to CSU, primarily in instances where there was considerable duplication in material. In these instances, the boxes not transferred have been noted on this list, along with the
reason for not transferring them. In addition, there is also material which simply
has not yet been transferred to CSU.

These files are presently in the order that they were placed in prior to transfer to
CSU. This order often seems to have been created after the fact, probably when
the files were put into storage. The order of the files may be changed in the
future for ease of use.

The collection was donated to Special Collections at Cleveland State University
by Thomas Mulready in 2005. It was physically transferred to CSU in the
summer of 2005. Christopher Busta-Peck wrote this shelflist based on the
framework of the inventory created by Mulready. This version was completed
on August 18, 2005.

**Series I: Performance Art Festival Videos**

These videotapes provide a record of most of the performances, usually from
two camera angles. They are organized by festival. Each of the tapes is labeled
as to the artists included on that tape and usually includes performance title and
duration.

These items have not yet been transferred to CSU.

- Box 1. PAF88 (1 of 3) (3/4" masters) (Transferred to Beta)
- Box 2. PAF88 (2 of 3) (3/4" masters) (Transferred to Beta)
- Box 3. PAF88 (3 of 3) (VHS masters) + PAF89 (#2 of 2) (8mm masters)
  (Transferred to Beta)
- Box 4. PAF89 (1 of 2) (VHS dubs from 8mm masters)
- Box 5. PAF90 (cases 1, 2 & 3) (VHS masters)
- Box 6. PAF90 (cases 4 & 5) (VHS masters)
- Box 7. PAF91 (cases 1 & 2) (VHS masters) (1 camera only)
- Box 8. PAF92 (cases 1, 2 & 3) (S-VHS masters)
- Box 9. PAF92 (cases 4 & 5) (S-VHS masters)
- Box 10. PAF93 (cases 1, 2 & 3) (S-VHS masters)
- Box 11. PAF93 (cases 4 & 5) (S-VHS masters) + PAF93 (1 case) (Hi-8
  masters)
- Box 12. PAF94 (cases 1, 2 & 3) (camera A is S-VHS, camera B is VHS
  masters)
- Box 13. PAF94 (cases 4, 5 & 6) (camera A is S-VHS, camera B is VHS
  masters)
- Box 14. PAF95 (cases 1, 2 & 3 of 7) (S-VHS masters)
- Box 15. PAF95 (cases 4, 5 & 6 of 7) (S-VHS masters)
- Box 16. PAF96 (cases 1, 2 & 3 of 7) (S-VHS masters)
- Box 17. PAF96 (cases 4, 5 & 6 of 7) (S-VHS masters)
- Box 18. PAF97 (cases 1, 2 & 3) (S-VHS masters)
- Box 19. PAF98 (cases 1, 2 & 3) (S-VHS masters)
- Box 20. PAF98 (cases 4, 5 & 6) (S-VHS masters)
- Box 21. PAF99 (cases 1, 2 & 3) (S-VHS masters)
- Box 22. PAF95 (case 7 of 7) (S-VHS masters) + PAF96 (case 7 of 7)
Series II: Beta Masters

These include video recordings of interviews, television shows relating to the festival, and master recordings of PAF88.

These items have not yet been transferred to CSU.

- Box 1. Interviews (1, 2, 3 & 4), TV News Clips, PAF 88 (2 tapes) (Beta)
- Box 2. PAF88 (9 tapes dubbed from masters) (Beta)

Series III: Ephemera

This series includes t-shirts and caps printed for the festival. It also includes photographs of the festival from various years, videotapes, festival tickets, and works of art created by festival artists.

These items have not yet been transferred to CSU.

- 1. Box of t-shirts and caps
- 2. Box of caps
- 3. Photo album - PAF91
- 4. Photo album - various years
- 5. Kain Karawahn melted wax from PAF96 benefit
- 6. 4 boxes of camera masters from Justin Lucas (Beta & 3/4") (Transferred to Beta)
- 7. Theatre blacks
- 8. Large box of tickets, cash boxes, etc. [Among these are various meat labels given to ticket purchasers to show that they had paid.]
- 9. Blue Man painting (signed) [Created as part of their performance]

Series IV: Artist Files

To appear in the Performance Art Festival artists applied by sending an application form and a five minute video clip of either a previous performance or of the work to be performed at the festival. Files were kept on all of the artists who applied to be in the Performance Art Festival, whether they were accepted or not. These files contain primarily application materials, photographs, newspaper clippings, books, and other textual explanatory material. They may also include audiocassettes, CDs and CD-ROMs, posters, correspondence between the artist and Mulready, and other items the artists felt would illustrate their entry. For the artists who enclosed envelopes with sufficient postage, the videos were returned. The rest of the videos have been retained and make up Series V, below.

Thomas Mulready felt that the geographical diversity of the applicants was
significant. He noted the location of the artist's residence on the outside of the file. This information has been recorded here, for those items where it was recorded on the outside of the envelope. Over the years, many of the artists moved - thus different envelopes pertaining to a single artist may have different cities listed.

These files are in the order they were placed by Thomas Mulready. All files are in alphabetical order. The files pertaining to individual artists are ordered by the individuals last name. Of the files pertaining to groups, those with a named individual on the paperwork have the group name in bold, but are alphabetical under the named individual's last name. For groups without such an individual, they are arranged alphabetically by the name of the group. In situations where there were two people listed on the file, generally the first person is the one whose name the file is under.

The files pertaining to a given artist or group are often not all in the same place - this may be due to the submission of the application by a different individual, or one file being placed under the group name and another under the individual name, or due to confusions in alphabetization. For these files, the other relevant files within this series have been listed. In these cross references, material can be found under the artist's last name or the first word of the group name. Cross references are only to artist files, and not to other series.

Each name listing is for a separate folder - eventually there will be a sub-listing under each detailing the contents of the folder.

All boxes in this series have been moved to CSU.

- **Box 1. A**
  - Abiogenesis Additional materials can be found under: Angela Allyn Chicago
  - Liliana Abaunza Bogota, Columbia
  - Derrick Ableman and Mary Helena Clark Somerville, MA
  - Marc Akins London
  - Alex Alexander Minneapolis
  - Wild Excursions Performance Conrad Alexandrowicz Vancouver
  - Susan Abelson Chicago
  - Jeff Abell and Nana Shineflug Chicago
  - Lou Acierno New York City
  - Cultural Odyssey
Idris Ackamoor
San Francisco

- **Blast Theory**
  - Matt Adams
  - London

- **Nancy Adams**
  - Cambridge, MA

- **Adisa O. Bankole** Additional materials can be found under: Adisa
  - Lodi, NJ

- **James Adlesic**
  - New York City

- **Africanized Honey Bees**
  - Cleveland

- **Nancy Agabian**
  - Los Angeles

- **Fernando Aguiar**
  - Lisbon, Portugal

- **Agonistas**
  - Mario Alamilla
  - Mexico

- **Gernando Aguiar**
  - Portugal

- **Subject to Change**
  - Ann Cooper Albright
  - Oberlin, OH

- **Scott Alburger**
  - Philadelphia

- **Allen and Trinity**
  - London

- **Todd Alcott**
  - New York City

- **Pedro Alejandro**

- **David Allen**
  - St. James, NY

- **Abiogenesis** Additional materials can be found under: Abiogenesis
  - Angela Allyn
  - Chicago

- **SuAndi**
  - Manchester, England

- **Christina Anderson**
  - Ravenna, OH

- **Example: None**
  - Kate Anderson
  - Chicago

- **Laurie Anderson**
  - New York City

- **Leni Anderson**
  - Columbus, OH

- **Mark Anderson**
  - Milwaukee
- Randall Anderson
  Vancouver
- Nancy Andrews
  Chicago
- Another Language
  Salt Lake City
- Dorothy Anton
  San Francisco
- Akasha Dance Co.
  Chicago
- Ellen Anthony
  Truro, MA
- Jacki Apple
  Las Angeles
- Robert Appleton
  Boston
- Pierre-André Arcand
  Quebec
- Frank Aqueno
  New Orleans
- Mary Armentrout
  Berkeley, CA
- Heidi Arneson
  Minneapolis
- Kate Aronson
  Pittsburgh
- Squonk Opera
  Kate Aronson
  Pittsburgh
- Marilyn Arsem
  Jamaica Plain, MA
- Atrpos Spins
  Marilyn Arsem
  Jamaica Plain, MA
- Art Attack
  Washington, D.C.
- Artezan Productions
  San Antonio, TX
- Robert Astle
  Edmonton, Canada
- Michael Atavar
  London
- Ron Athey
  Los Angeles
- Leslie Atkins
  Lawrence, KS
- Die Audio Gruppe Additional materials can be found under: Die Audio Gruppe
  Benoit Maubrey
  Germany
• Kevin Augustine
  Philadelphia

• Aviva
  Los Angeles

• Robert Ayers

• Valeriy Ayzenberg
  Brooklyn, NY

• Box 2. B-Bri

  • Fritz Bacher
    Buffalo, NY

  • Bad Jazz
    Minneapolis

  • Julie Bacon
    Canada

  • New Theatres Hyderabad
    Moin Ali Baig
    Hyderabad, India

  • Babs Hooyman Baker
    Upper Montclair, NJ

  • Nuyorican Poets Live! Additional materials can be found under: Nuyorican Poets Live
    Jessica Baker
    Brooklyn, NY

  • Adisa O. Bankole Additional materials can be found under: Adisa O. Bankole
    Lodi, NJ

  • Julie Barcza
    Cleveland

  • Bald Goldfish Collective

  • David Barker
    Tempe, AZ

  • Hayley Corinna
    Hayley C. Barker
    Eugene, OR

  • Barking Legs Dance Theatre
    Chattanooga, TN

  • Peter Baren
    Amsterdam

  • Louise Barth
    Decatur, GA

  • Left in the Dark Productions
    Daniel Barnhill
    Pittsburgh

  • Gary Barwin and Stuart Ross
    Hamilton, Canada

  • Michael Basinski
    Cheektowaga, NY
- Erika Batdorf
  Waltham, MA
- Emily Batlan
  Seattle
- Mark Elk Baum
  Palo Alto, CA
- Several Dancers Core Additional materials can be found under:
  Sue Schroeder; and Several Dancers
  Dana H. Bayliss
  Decatur, GA
- Bebe Beard
  Roxbury, MA
- Maria Beatty
  New York City
- Denis Beaibois
  Australia
- Marcia Wilke
  Los Angeles
- Virtual Media Foundation
  Burton Beerman
  Bowling Green, OH
- Katherine Behar
  Chicago
- Reggae Theatre Ensemble Additional materials can be found under: David Daniels
  Thomas Behler
  Denver
- Mook Theatre Project
  Jen Benka
  Milwaukee
- Shaz Bennett
  New York City
- Bengala
  Chicago
- Suzanne Benton
  Ridgefield, CT
- Lori Beraha
  Berkeley, CA
- Leon Bernardyn
  Baltimore, MD
- SOS Ensemble
  Jeannette Bessinger
  Portsmouth, RI
- Jeff Bickford Dance
  Seattle
- STEAMROLLER
  Jesselito Bie
  San Francisco
- Tony Billoni
  Buffalo, NY
- AlienNation Company
  Johannes Birringer
  Chicago
- Bisola and the Concept of Unity
  Chicago
- Lisa Black
  Cleveland
- blackSKYwhite
  Moscow
- Blank Vision and LSD Theatre Company
  Jeremy Blank
  London
- Judith Blankman
  San Francisco
- Rob Bliss
  Cleveland
- Blue Man Group
  New York City
- Erica Blue
  Oakland, CA
- Blue Cinema Machine
  Venice, CA
- Raymond Bobgan
  Cleveland
- Neill Bogan
  Brooklyn, NY
- John Boehme
  Victoria, Canada
- Jay Bobtin
  Cincinnati, OH
- Nenad Bogdanovich
  Yugoslavia
- Lynn Book
  Chicago
- Lynn Book
  New York City
- Timmie Anne Boose
  Cleveland
- Kate Bornstein
  San Francisco
- The Bosch Institute
  Nashville, TN
- Beatrice Bosco
  Chicago
- Lorraine Bowen
  London
- Jack Bowman and Rituals
  Piqua, OH
- Jack Bowman and Rituals
  Piqua, OH
• Greg Bowers  
  Portland, OR
• Katherine Boyd  
  Chicago
• Katherine Body  
  Chicago
• Susan Bradford  
  Chicago

• Box 3. Bro-Ce

• Floyd Braid  
  Chicago
• Michael Bramwell  
  Brooklyn, NY
• Sacred Naked Nature Girls Additional materials can be found under: Laura Meyers  
  Danielle Brazell  
  Los Angeles
• Djola Bernard Branner  
  Minneapolis
• Janis Brenner  
  New York City
• Cameron Brian  
  Vallejo, CA
• Anthrob Prod  
  Laura Bridgeman  
  London
• Annie Brisson  
  Montreal
• Sun Ergos  
  Charlotte Britton  
  Lafayette Hill, PA
• Ellen Bromberg  
  Tuscon, AZ
• Anna Brown  
  Chicago
• Joan Meyers Brown  
  Philadelphia
• Kiken Chin Additional materials can be found under: Kiken Chin  
  Joe S. Brown  
  Portland, OR
• Changing Dance Theatre  
  Jose Brown  
  New York City
• Lynn Brown  
  New York City
• Leif Brush  
  Duluth, MN
Dana Bryant and the Giant Step Band
New York City

Doorika Additional materials can be found under: Erika Yeomans
Celia Bucci
Chicago

Patrick Bucklew
Elmhurst, NY

Brad Buckley
Sydney, Australia

Jessica Buege
New York City

Jessica Buege
Los Angeles

Chris Burden

Quiescence
Daniel Burkholder
Washington, D.C.

Peter Burns
Burlington, VT

Chris Burnside
Richmond, VA

Jill Burton
Gainesville, FL

Patrick Burton
Detroit, MI

Oz Theaterland
Helene Busnel
France

Nao Bustamante
San Francisco

Zap Productions
Brighton, England

The Butt Boys
San Francisco

Jeffery Byrd
Cedar Falls, IA

Jeffery Byrd
Cedar Falls, IA

Julie Caffey
Chicago

Alex Caldiero
Orem, UT

David Cale
New York City

Robert Calentine
Valencia, CA

Eric Gradman
Margaret Cameron
Australia

Barbara Campbell
Darlinghurst, Australia

- **Zen Campbell**  
  Shaker Heights, OH

- **Monty Cantsin**  
  Toronto, Canada

- **Canyon Sam**  
  San Francisco

- **Carbone / Perakis**  
  Honk, Wail and Moan  
  Columbus, OH

- **Chimaera Trapeze and Fire**  
  Lynn Carroll  
  Middlesbrough, England

- **Cherie Carson**  
  Atlanta

- **Michael Carson**  
  Philadelphia

- **Scott Carter**  
  New York City

- **Tish Carter**  
  Washington, D.C.

- **Tom Cayler**  
  New York City

- **Jan Cermak**  
  Rochester, NY


- **Box 4. Ch-Cr**

  - **Collin Chance**  
    Providence, RI

  - **Forced Entertainments**  
    Deborah Chadbourne  
    Sheffield, England

  - **Amy Champ**  
    Brooklyn, NY

  - **Danyl Chambers**  
    Cleveland

  - **Lenora Champagne**  
    New York City

  - **Chandrasekaran**  
    Singapore

  - **Anita Chao**  
    New York City

  - **Clay Chapman**  
    Richmond, VA

  - **Laura Chapman**  
    Cleveland

  - **Jim Chappeleaux**  
    Atlanta
- Jim Chappeleaux
  Atlanta
- Laura Charles
  Cleveland Heights, OH
- SAFMOD [SubAtomic Frequency Modulation OverDose]
  Additional materials can be found under: Young Park; and
  SAFMOD
  Neil Chastain
  Cleveland
- Laura Chenault
  Chicago
- Cherub Productions
  New York City
- Dziga Vertov Performance Additional materials can be found under: Douglas Rosenberg
  Li Chiao-Ping
  Madison, WI
- John Chiaromonte
  Memphis, TN
- Swing Shift
  Mary Ellen Childs
  St. Paul, MN
- Swing Shift
  Mary Ellen Childs
  St. Paul, MN
- Justin Chin
  San Francisco
- Kiken Chin's Between Additional materials can be found under:
  Joe. S. Brown
  Kiken Chin
  Portland, OR
- Jeff Chiplis
  Cleveland
- Ground Zero Mime/Movement
  Stephen Eric Chipps
  Cleveland
- Ping Chong and Co.
  New York City
- Ken Choy
  Minneapolis
- Nana's Circus
  Asimina Chremos
  Philadelphia
- Wise Fool Puppet Intervention
  San Francisco
- Catherine Chronis
  New York City
- BK Cie
  Berlin
- Jay Clark and Sara Deierhoi
Cleveland

- **Circum Arts**
  - New York City

- **Sundance**
  - Circum Arts
  - New York City

- **Postindustrial Players**
  - Circum Arts

- **Highly Trained Pedestrians**
  - Circum Arts

- **Laurie Beth Clark**
  - Madison, WI

- **Eugene Clark**
  - Michigan

- **Theatre du Jour**
  - Mary Clark
  - New York City

- **Amanda Clower**
  - Chicago

- **C.C.C.**
  - Michael Rosas Cobian
  - London

- **Shannon Cochrane**
  - Toronto, Canada

- **Lovett / Codagnone**
  - New York City

- **Rachel Cohen**
  - Brooklyn, NY

- **Audrey Colby**
  - Chicago

- **Barrie Cole**
  - Chicago

- **Beau Coleman**
  - Edmonton, Canada

- **Collective Unconscious**
  - New York City

- **Timothy Collins**
  - Pittsburgh

- **Marilyn Collins**
  - London

- **Elevator Repair Service**
  - John Collins
  - New York City

- **Elena Cologni**
  - London

- **Kali Colton**
  - Philadelphia

- **Jane Comfort and Co.**
  - New York City

- **Nancy Compton Dance Theatre**
Nancy Compton Dance Theatre
Boston

- Marianne Connolly
  Pelham, MA
- Joseph Connelly
  Madison, WI
- Dennis Connors
  Kingston, NY
- Michael Cook
  Ballarat, Australia
- Dave Cooke
  Chicago
- Shelley Cook
  San Francisco
- Cool <Marie Cool Fabio Balducci>
  Paris
- Doug Cooney and Karen Stephens
  West Palm Beach, FL
- Cooper and Kordylewski
  Chicago
- Dance Theatre Kiya
  Jennifer Copaken
  London
- Roger Copeland
  Oberlin, OH
- Susan Copich
  San Francisco
- Karen Cormier
  New York City
- Micheal Costello
  Cleveland Heights, OH
- Matthew Courtney
  Brooklyn, NY
- DanceWorxxs
  Raven Coyote
  Strongsville, OH
- Melissa Jay Craig
  Chicago
- Peter Cramer and Jack Waters
  New York City
- Creative Time
  New York City
- Crisus
  New Orleans
- Alison Crocetta
  St. Louis, MO
- Clara Crockett
  Columbus, OH

- Box 5. Cu-D
○ Victor Cuomo
  Milan, Italy
○ eMCee
  Matthew and Cynthia Cupach
  Cleveland, OH
○ Josefina Cupido
  London
○ Clock Live Art
  Michael Cummins
  Cardiff, Wales
○ Art Works, USA
  Billy Curmano
  Rushford, MN
○ Jess Curtis
  San Francisco
○ Dallas Travelogue
  Dallas, TX
○ Dario D'Ambrosi
  Italy
○ Dance Noise
  New York City
○ Dance/Theatre Collective
  Perry, OH
○ Dancing Wheels
  Cleveland
○ Henry Daniel
  London
○ Reggae Theatre Ensemble Additional materials can be found under: Thomas Behler
  David Daniels
  Minneapolis
○ Caterina Davinio
  Italy
○ Johannes Deimling and Steffi Wurster
  Berlin
○ Irina Danilova
  Brooklyn, NY
○ The Dark Bob
  Los Angeles
○ High Risk Group Additional materials can be found under: High Risk Group
  Rick Darnell
  San Francisco
○ Ken Davidson
  Glasgow, Scotland
○ Ken Davidson
  Glasgow, Scotland
○ Caterina Davinio
  Italy
- William A. Davison
  Toronto, Canada
- Jordan Davis
  Cleveland
- Chazz Dean / Kurt Fulton
  New York City
- Vlasta Delimar
  Croatia
- Alexander Del Re Performance Art Company
  Providencia, Chile
- Shawna Dempsey
  Winnipeg, Canada
- Giles Denmark
  St. Paul, MN
- Charles Dennis
  New York City
- 1=1
  Arianna deSano
  Brooklyn, NY
- Rafaella De Santis Painted Lights
  New York City
- Jessica Dessner
  New York City
- Brendan deVallance
  Brooklyn, NY
- Teatro Sfera di Om
  Antonella Diana
  Rome
- Diavolo Dance Theatre
  Los Angeles
- Jeff Dickens
  Columbus, OH
- Joan Dickinson
  Chicago
- Die Audio Gruppe Additional materials can be found under: Audio Gruppe, Die
  Baitz, Germany
- Gallery SoToDo
  Theodor diRicco
  Berlin
- Redas Dirzys
  Lithuania
- Jess Dobkin
  Toronto, Canada
- Jessica Dobkin
  Oberlin, OH
- Chris Dohse
  Baltimore, MD
- Scott Dominion
  Cincinnati, OH
- Chris Donnahee  
  Guelph, Canada
- Bill Donnelly  
  Cincinnati, OH
- Ellen Dontigney  
  Baltimore, MD
- Jeffrey Dorchen  
  Chicago
- David Dorfman and Dan Froot  
  New York City
- Jonas dos Santos  
  Philadelphia
- Jennifer Dowlin  
  State College, PA
- Dennis Downey  
  East Falmouth, MA
- Ilka Doubek  
  Pawley's Island, SC
- Luigi-Bob Drake and Kristen Ban Tepper  
  Cleveland
- Drawing Legion  
  Iowa City, IA
- Small Bones Dance Company  
  Anne du Merle  
  London
- Bi Ma Dance Company  
  Anne du Merle  
  London
- Paule Duchess  
  Philadelphia
- Andrzej Dudek-Dürer  
  Warsaw, Poland
- Duffy Liturgical Dance Ensemble  
  Edna Duffy  
  Shaker Heights, OH
- Tagny Duff  
  Vancouver
- Laura Lee Duncan  
  Elliottville, KY
- Amanda Dunsmore  
  Belfast, Northern Ireland
- The Duplex Planet  
  Saratoga Springs, NY
- Adora Dupree  
  Nashville, TN
- Men of the World  
  Additional materials can be found under: Men of the World; and Matthew Wilson
  Mark Alice Durant  
  Syracuse, NY
- Jimmie Durham
Cuenavaca, Mexico
- **Suzi Dwor and Sigfrido Aguilar**
  Port Colborne, Canada
- **Judy Dworin Performance Ensemble**
  Hartford, CT
- **Gillian Dyson**
  England

**Box 6. E-Fr**

- **Thomas Eddy**
  San Francisco
- **Optik Performance Company**
  Barry Edwards
  Twickenham, England
- **Bruce Edwards**
  Cleveland
- **Bruce Edwards**
  Cleveland
- **Kinetic Environments**
  Aria Edry
  Brooklyn, NY
- **Ron Ehmke**
  Buffalo, NY
- **Electric Arts Duo** Additional materials can be found under:
  **Celeste Haraszti**
  Bowling Green, OH
- **Trillium Collective**
  Barbara Elliott
  Lewisburg, WV
- **Sluggo and Nancy**
  Willy Elison
  Chicago
- **Roger Ely**
  New York City / U.K.
- **Chirine El Khadem**
  Oracle, AZ
- **Rinde Eckert**
  San Francisco
- **John English**
  San Francisco
- **Lisa Erdman**
  Frostburg, MD
- **Nicolá Dumit Estévez**
  New York City
- **Etant Donnes** Additional materials can be found under: **Bernard Fabre**
  Grenoble, France
- **Joan Evans**
- New York City
  - **Lulu Lolo**
    - Lois Evans
    - New York City
  - **Susana And Tom Evert**
    - Euclid, OH
  - **Tom Evert Dance Co.**
    - Cleveland
  - **Fairmount Theatre of the Deaf**
    - Cleveland
  - **Rochelle Fabb**
    - Venice, CA
  - **Rochelle Fabb**
    - Cambridge, MA
  - **Etant Donnes** Additional materials can be found under: **Etant Donnes**
    - Bernard Fabre
    - Toulouse, France
  - **Victor Faccinto**
    - Winston-Salem, NC
  - **Jeff Falk**
    - Phoenix, AZ
  - **Robert Fanelli**
    - Philadelphia
  - **Laura Farabough**
    - San Francisco
  - **Olga Roriz Companhia de Danca**
    - Sandra Faria
    - Lisbon, Portugal
  - **Farm Girls**
    - Austin, TX
  - **Monica Favand**
    - Los Angeles
  - **Jaime S. Fearer**
    - Xenia, OH
  - **Andrew Fearnside**
    - Chicago
  - **Janet Feindel**
    - Montreal, Canada / Kent, OH
  - **Steve Ferguson**
    - Albany, NY
  - **Fausto Fernos**
    - Chicago
  - **Esther Ferrer**
  - **Suzy Ferris**
    - Atlanta
  - **Karen Finley**
    - Nyack, NY
  - **Eliot Fintushel**
    - Santa Rosa, CA
- Eliot Fintushel
  Rochester, NY
- The Five Lesbian Brothers
  New York City
- Ernst Fischer
  London
- Paul Fischer
  New York City
- **Performance Art Church** Additional materials can be found under: Ken Hunt
  Kerthy Fix
  Austin, TX
- John Fleck
  Los Angeles
- Mary Fleming
  Pawtucket, RI
- Maureen Fleming
  New York City
- Peter Fleming
  Toronto, Canada
- Sherman Fleming
  Washington, D.C.
- Sherman Fleming
  San Francisco
- Flexo
  Spain
- **Fluid Measure Performance Company** Additional materials can be found under: Patricia Pelletier
  Chicago
- **Flying Sisters Theatre** Additional materials can be found under: Cynthia Stevens
  St. Paul, MN
- **Flying Words Project** Additional materials can be found under: Kenny Lerner
  Chicago and Avon, NY
- Preston Foerder
  Hoboken, NJ
- Lump
  David Forlano
  Philadelphia
- Joseph Fosco
  Oak Forest, IL
- Susan Vitucci and Company
  New York City
- Mark Fox
  Cincinnati, OH
- Christopher Franke
  Cleveland
- Mary Freed
  Rochester, NY
- Christine French  
  Berea, OH  
- Dan Froot  
  Venice, CA  

- Box 7. Fu-G  

  - Ruth Fugistaller  
    Brooklyn, NY  
  - Kip Fulbeck  
    Goleta, CA  
  - Funding Pending Live Arts  
    Birmingham, England  
  - Funky Bardos  
    Buffalo, NY  
  - La Fur A Dels Baus  
    Barcelona  
  - Coco Fusco  
    Brooklyn, NY  
  - Future Circus  
    Baltimore, MD  
  - Simone Gad  
    Los Angeles  
  - Anahi Galonte  
    Jersey City  
  - Robert Galinsky  
    New York City  
  - Stephen Gall  
    Cleveland  
  - Gams on the Lam Additional materials can be found under:  
    Lauren Unbekant  
    Dewitt, NY  
  - Mary Ganzon  
    Austin, TX  
  - Charles Garoian  
    State College, PA  
  - Eva Gasteazoro  
    Brooklyn, NY  
  - Gateway Performance Productions  
    Atlanta  
  - Emmy Gay  
    New York City  
  - Mike Geither  
    Parma, OH  
  - Acme Clown Company  
    Providence, RI  
  - Gina Gibney  
    New York City  
  - John Griffin
- Columbus, OH
  - Judith Sloan
    Mary Gilbert
    Philadelphia
  - Jay Gilligan
    Arcadia, OH
  - Michelle Gillman
    Chicago
  - Mary Gilmore
    Johnson City, TN
  - John Giorno
  - The Gyrl Grip
    Portland, OR
  - Bradley Glenn
    New York City
  - Robert Glick
    San Francisco
  - Martin Glynn
    Birmingham, England
  - James Godwin
    New York City
  - Zachary F. Goodwin
    Tulsa, OK
  - Jane Goldberg
    New York City
  - Dustin Bradley Goltz
    Chicago
  - Guillermo Gomez-Pena
    Los Angeles
  - Anita Gonzalez
    New York City
  - Sheila Gostick
    Toronto, Canada
  - Stephanie Gottlob
    Cleveland
  - Tunnel Works
    Gerry Gradauer
    Montreal
  - Slap
    Gabriel Graham
    Middlesbrough, England
  - Paul Granjon
    Wales
  - Blue Fox
    David Grant
    Burnsville, NC
  - Janet Grau
    Columbus, OH
  - Frank Green
    Cleveland, OH
- Aimee Greenburg
  Vista, CA
- Kora Greene
  Urbana, IL
- Mokindo Art Project Additional materials can be found under:
  Mokindo Art Project
  and Kora Greene
- One Yellow Rabbit Theatre
  Michael Green
  Calgary, Canada
- Kim Gregg and Dennis Cornell
  Athens, OH
- Valerie Green
  New York City
- Katherine Griffith
  New York City
- Sally Greenhouse
  Nantucket, MA
- Peter Grzyborwski
  New York City
- G. C. Guard
  Chicago
- Guerrilla Girls
  New York City
- Amy Guggenheim
  New York City
- Joanna Gunderson
  New York City
- Cindy Guthrie
  Akron, OH
- Joyce Guy
  Los Angeles
- Adhere and Deny
  Grant Guy
  Winnipeg, Canada

**Box 8. H**

- Edward Haggard
  Nashville, TN
- Melanie Hahn
  New York City
- Jana Haimsohn
  New York City
- Yass Hakoshima Mime Theatre
  Montclair, NJ
- Libbe S. Halevy
  Los Angeles
- David Hall
Ed Hallahan  
Sharon, PA

Anna Halprin  
Kentfield, CA

Caleb Hammond  
Boston

April Haney  
Lakewood, OH

April Haney  
Cleveland

Steve Hanes  
Newcastle upon Tyne, England

Bridget Hanley  
Encino, CA

Red Hand Additional materials can be found under: Red Hand  
Ed Hallahan  
Sharon, PA

33 Fainting Spells  
Gaelen Hanson  
Seattle

Michael Hanson  
Cleveland

Electric Arts Duo Additional materials can be found under: Electric Arts Duo  
Celeste Haraszti  
Bowling Green, OH

Hard Women  
Austin, TX

Arthur P. Hardigg  
South Boston, MA

Arthur P. Hardigg  
Brookline, MA

Arthur P. Hardigg

Higuma Harou  
Tokyo

Jubal Harris  
Columbus

Chimpanzee Productions  
Thomas Harris  
La Jolla, CA

Arleen Hartman  
Cleveland

Alexander Harvey  
Russelshelm, Germany

Alexander Harvey  
Inverclyde, Scotland

Susan Harvey  
Rome, GA

Kelly Ann Hashimoto
Kelly Ann Hashimoto
Los Angeles

Drop Frog
Gert Hatsukov
Parnii, Estonia

Kinji Hayashi
Oakland, CA

Kinji Hayashi
Oakland, CA

Micol Hebron
Los Angeles

Matt Heckert
San Francisco

Hedgehog Conspiracy
Mountainview, CA

Pedestrian Project
Yvette Helin
Brooklyn, NY

Yvette Helin
Brooklyn, NY

Pug Heller
Columbus, OH

Essex Hemphill
Philadelphia

Janis Henderson
Silver Spring, MD

Janis Henderson
Tempe, AZ

Geoffrey Hendricks
New York City

Donna Henes
New York City

Core
Keith Hennessey
San Francisco

Keith Hennessy
San Francisco

Paulo Henrique
Lisbon, Portugal

Paulo Henrique
Lisbon, Portugal

Tim Herwig
Minneapolis

Stephanie Heyl
San Diego, CA

Stephanie Heyl
San Diego, CA

Diane Heyne
Radford, VA

High Risk Group Additional materials can be found under: Rick Darnell
- San Francisco
  - **Amy Hill**
    - Los Angeles
  - **Ms. Moses Productions**
    - Dorothy Hirsch
    - Washington, D.C.
  - **Shelley Hirsch and David Weinstein**
    - New York City
  - **Dahn Hiuni**
    - State College, PA
  - **Goat Island**
    - Chicago
  - **Patricia Hoffbauer and Dancers**
    - New York City
  - **Kevin Hogan**
    - Asheville, NC
  - **Holly's Comets**
    - Woodstock, NY
  - **Stephen Holman**
    - Los Angeles
  - **Empty Space Theatre Co.**
    - London
  - **Anna Homler**
    - Los Angeles
  - **Susurrus**
    - Melli Hoppe
    - Indianapolis, IN
  - **Susurrus with Carolyn Ard**
    - Melli Hoppe
    - Indianapolis, IN
  - **Philip Horvitz**
    - San Francisco
  - **Tearsheets Productions**
    - Joan Hotchkis
    - Santa Monica, CA
  - **James Howley**
    - New York City
  - **James Howley**
    - New York City
  - **Kevin Huber**
    - Cincinnati
  - **Glenn Hubich**
    - Saskatoon, Canada
  - **Holly Hughes**
    - New York City
  - **Anthony Howell**
    - London
  - **Jeff Huckleberry**
    - Jamaica Plain, MA
  - **Performance Art Church** Additional materials can be found
under: Kerthy Fix
Ken Hunt
Austin, TX

- Ken Hunt
  Austin, TX
- Ken Hunt
  Madison, WI
- Michael Hunt
  Idyllwild, CA
- Roddy Hunter
  England
- Dan Hurlin
  New York City
- Hank Hyena
  San Francisco
- Hypnotique
  London

- Box 9. I-Ka

  - Paul Ibey Dance Theatre
    Toronto, Canada
  - Diviana Ingravallo
    New York City
  - Instant Girl
    New York City
  - Wanted: X Cheerleaders
    Kim Irwin
    Durham, NC
  - Kim Irwin
    Durham, NC
  - Kim Irwin and Max Below
    Durham, NC
  - Madine Ish
    Loyalton, CA
  - Isis Performance Company Additional materials can be found under: Lolita Woodward
    Atlanta
  - Licio Isolani
    Brooklyn, NY
  - Trai Ito
    Tokyo
  - General Jackett
    Akron, OH
  - Homer Jackson
    Philadelphia
  - Homer Jackson
    Philadelphia
  - Ken Jacobs
New York City
- Ken Jacobs
  New York City
- Donna Jagielski
  Chicago
- Donna Jagielski
  Palatine, IL
- Donna Jagielski
  Palatine, IL
- Maureen Janson
  Madison, WI
- Mark Jeffrey
  Bristol, England
- Scot Jenerik
  San Francisco
- Jeff Jenkins
  Columbus, OH
- Gilles Jobin
  Madrid
- Leon Johnson
  Eugene, OR
- Novater Artists
  Beverly Johnston
  Toronto, Canada
- David Jones
  Brighton, England
- Desmond Jones
  Cleveland Heights, OH
- Kevin Jones
  Brooklyn, NY
- Mari Novotny Jones
  Hyde Park, MA
- Paula Josa-Jones
  Carlisle, MA
- Bodies in Flight Theatre
  Simon Jones
  Bristol, England
- Julie Kabat
  Albany, NY
- Junction Dance Theatre
  Pittsburgh
- Faye Kahn
  Philadelphia
- Marceline i Sylvestre
  Marceline Kahn
  Barcelona
- Marceline Kahn
  Barcelona
- Stanya Kahn
  San Francisco
Andrew Kaletta
Cleveland

Kaletta / Hopkins
Cleveland

Siglinde Kalinbach
Germany

Sheila Kaminsky and Friends
New York City

Michael Kaniecki
New York City

Rachel Kaplan
San Francisco

Andrew Karpinski
Poland

Transmedia
Andrew Karpinski
Poland

Andrew Karpinski
Toronto, Canada

Nina Kaufman
Los Angeles

Tanya Kane-Parry
New York City

Kain Karawahn
Berlin

Kain Karawahn
Berlin

Kain Karawahn
Berlin

Kain Karawahn
Berlin

Andrew Karpinski
Poland

Roko Kawai
Philadelphia

Roko Kawai
Philadelphia

Marie Kawazu
France

Brian Kay
Detroit

David Parker and the Bang Group
Jeffrey Kazin
New York City

Jeffrey Kazin
New York City

David Parker Dance
Jeffrey Kazin
New York City

Wladyslaw Kazmierczak
Poland
  - Suzannah Keague
  - Michael Keck
    New York City
- Keegan and Lloyd Additional materials can be found under:
  Davidson Lloyd
  Santa Monica

**Box 10. Ke-Le**

- Jon Keith
  Chicago
- Thomas Keith and Jane Young
  New York City
- Fergus Kelly
- Jason Keller
  Kent, OH
- Kathy Kennedy
  Coeur Maha
  Montreal
- Elise Kermani
  Brooklyn, NY
- Elise Kermani
- Phffft! Dance Theatre Company Additional materials can be found under: Phffft Co.
  Cyrus Khambatta
  New York City
- Phffft! Dance Theatre Company Additional materials can be found under: Phffft Co.
  Cyrus Khambatta
  New York City
- Brooke Kidde
  Tacoma Park, MD
- Hiroko Kikuchi
  Jamica Plain, MA
- Katie Kilborn
  Decatur, GA
- So Yong Kim
  Chicago
- So Yong Kim
  Chicago
- Evangel King
  Berkeley, CA
- Evangel King
  Berkeley, CA
- Harry Kipper
  London
- Tim Kirkpatrick
  New York City
- Joseph Klein
  Denton, TX
- Knectiv
  Kent, OH and Chicago
- Serhat Köksal
  Istanbul, Turkey
- Koo Dance
  New York City
- Mirja Koponen
  Lawrence, KS
- Jean Koopervd
  New York City
- Tine Louise Kortermand
  Odense, Denmark
- Richard Rostelanetz
  New York City
- Richard Rostelanetz
  New York City
- Richard Rostelanetz
  New York City
- Walk Kosty
  Tulsa, OK
- David Koteen
  Eugene, OR
- Lisa Kotin
  Chicago
- Catatonic Head
  Jeff Kowalkowski
  Chicago
- Jeff Kowalkowski
  Chicago
- Crustworth
  Anton Kozikowski
  Albuquerque, NM
- Drew Krause
  Urbana, IL
- Lisa Kron
  New York City
- Kulintang Arts
  San Francisco
- Kumeljit Kaur Lillian
  Bristol, England
- Kumeljit Kaur Lillian
  Bristol, England
- Herkus Kuncius
  Lithuania
- Kunstwaffen
  Pinedale, WY
- Dan Kwong
  Santa Monica, CA
- Joan Laage
  - Seattle
- Joan Laage
  - Seattle
- Joan Laage
  - Seattle
- Victoria Labalme
  - New York City
- Rob La Frenais
  - London
- Mike Lair
  - Canton, OH
- Suzanne Lacy
  - Oakland, CA
- Ladies of the Lake
  - Buffalo, NY
- Julie Laffin
  - Chicago
- La Mama Galleria
  - New York City
- Elizabeth La Montia Scott
  - Oakland, CA
- Denise Lampart
  - New York City
- Hand to Mouth
  - Aaron Landsman
    - New York City
- Hand to Mouth
  - Aaron Landsman
    - New York City
- Solo 5 Project
  - Aaron Landsman
    - New York City
- Jim Lang
  - Cleveland
- Ray Langenbach
  - Malaysia
- Beth Lapides
  - Los Angeles
- Regina Larkin
  - New York City
- Astrid Larsen
  - Seattle
- Andrew Laurenson
  - Vancouver
- Zwillinge Project
  - Kirsten Lavers
    - Cambridge, England
- Richard Layzell
  - England
• Richard Layzell  
  England  
• Genevieve Legacy  
  Rochester, NY  
• Nicole Legette  
  Chicago  
• Carol Leigh  
  San Cesandoro, CA  
• Shattered Additional materials can be found under: Shattered  
  Barbara E. Lien  
  St. Paul, MN  
• Xavier Leonard  
  Philadelphia  
• Flying Words Project Additional materials can be found under:  
  Flying Words Project  
  Kenny Lerner  
  Geneseo, NY  
• Kenny Lerner  
  Scottsville, NY  
• Lisa Lerner  
  New York City  
• Lisa Lerner  
  New York City  
• Andrew Levitt  
  Greensboro, NC  
• Roberta Levine  
  New York City  
• Hot Banana Morgan  
  Morgan Lewis  
  Sydney  
• Susan Lewis  
  London  

• Box 11. Li-Ma  

• Elizabeth Lide  
  Atlanta  
• Tashi Leo Lightning  
  Keaau, Hawaii  
• Janet Lilly  
  Ann Arbor, MI  
• Scaletrix  
  Charles Linehan  
  England  
• Lipizzaner Press  
  Riverside, California  
• Black Box Collaborative  
  Janet Lipp  
  Ontario, NY
- **Liquid Mice** Additional materials can be found under: Shielah
  Murthy
  Austin, TX
- **Keegan & Lloyd** Additional materials can be found under: Keegan & Lloyd
  Davidson Lloyd
  Santa Monica, California
- **Victor Lodato**
  Tuscon, AZ
- **Victor Lodato**
  Tuscon, AZ
- **The Lord Buckley Reincarnation Ensemble**
  Groton, MA
- **Wilson Loria**
  Jackson Heights, NY
- **Londinium Moda**
- **Darla Johnson / Andrew Long and Co.**
  Austin
- **Anita Loomis**
  Chicago
- **Rough Company**
  Andy Lowe
  London
- **Collapsing Silence**
  Indra Lowenstein
  San Francisco
- **Heinrich Lüber**
  Switzerland
- **Mary Luft**
  Miami
- **Lynn Lukkas**
  Minneapolis
- **Lynn Lukkas**
  Oberlin, OH
- **Luminance**
  Korea
- **Mabou Mines**
  New York City
- **Bonnie MacDonald**
  State College, PA
- **Bonnie Lee MacDonald**
  State College, PA
- **Laurie MacFarlane**
  Brooklyn, NY
- **David MacLean**
  Toronto, Canada
- **Clarinda Mac Low**
  New York City
- **ScreaMachine**
  (Gearoid Dolan)
○ New York City
  ○ **Chico MacMurtie**
    San Francisco
  ○ **Marlene Madison Plimley**
    Vancouver
  ○ **Tamara Madison-Shaw**
    Seattle
  ○ **Norman Magden**
    Knoxville, TN
  ○ **Ann Magnuson**
    New York City
  ○ **Dramatic Mime Ensemble**
    Eg Mahan
    Venice, CA
  ○ **Lou Mallozzi**
    Chicago
  ○ **John Malpede**
    Los Angeles
  ○ **Melissa Mance**
    Cleveland
  ○ **Melissa Mance**
    Rochester, NY
  ○ **Linda Mancini**
    New York City
  ○ **Macias and Smedley**
    Oberlin, OH / San Diego, CA
  ○ **Lou Mallozzi**
    Chicago
  ○ **Moving in the Spirit**
    Leah Mann
    Atlanta, GA
  ○ **Leah Mann**
    Atlanta
  ○ **Invisible Theatre**
    Linda Manning
    New York City
  ○ **Edwige Mandrou**
    Marseille, France
  ○ **Vicki Mansoor**
    Cincinnati, OH
  ○ **Deb Margolin**
    Secaucus, NJ
  ○ **Marijo**
    Oakland, CA
  ○ **Andy Marko**
    Cincinnati, OH
  ○ **Dreams, Inc.**
    Enrique Martin
    Maywood, IL
  ○ **Nina Martin**
Nina Martin
New York City

Shelly Mars and Penny Rockwell
New York City

Scott Marsden
Toronto, Canada

Stefanie Marshall
Toronto

Stefanie Marshall
Toronto

Stefanie Marshall
Toronto

Richard Martel
Quebec

Kevin Martin
Los Angeles

Nina Martin
New York City

JoLynne Martinez
Kansas City, MO

JoLynne Martinez
Kansas City, MO

JoLynne Martinez
Kansas City, MO

Keith Antar Mason
Santa Monica, CA

Straight Jacket / Danza en Vano
David Matiano
New York City

Craig Matis
Cleveland

Howard Matthew
London

Dalia Matulaite and Co.
Dalia Matulaite
Lithuania

Shirley Maul
Cincinnati, OH

Shirley Maul
Cincinnati, OH

Rik Maverik
Berlin

Richard Maxwell
New York City

Salley May
New York City

Salley May
New York City

Box 12. Mc-My
• Carter McAdams  
  Oberlin, OH  
• Michael Mayhew  
  Manchester, England  
• Jeff McBride  
  New York City  
• Paul McComas  
  Evanston, IL  
• Paul McComas  
  Chicago  
• Mark McCusker  
  Iowa City, IA  
• Left & Right  
  Russell McEwan  
  Glasgow, Scotland  
• Left & Right  
  Russell McEwan  
  Glasgow, Scotland  
• Russell McEwan  
  Glasgow, Scotland  
• Sandy McFadden  
  Toronto, Canada  
• Jillian Mcdonald  
  Ottawa  
• David McIntosh  
  Vancouver  
• Caroline McIntee  
  Dundee, Scotland  
• Dan McKereghan  
• Louise McKissick  
  Chicago  
• Jay McLaughlin  
  Vancouver  
• Tony Mustoe and Alan McLean  
  Sheffield, England  
• Alan McLean  
  Sheffield, England  
• Oscar McLennan  
  Dublin, Ireland  
• Jeff McMahon  
  New York City  
• Jeff McMahon  
  New York City  
• Powderkeg Performance Art  
  Jamie McMurry  
  Seattle  
• Jamie McMurry  
  Yakima, WA  
• Zebra Theatre
Ray McNiece
Willoughby, OH
- **Charlotte Meeha**
  Norton, MA
- **Yvonne Meier**
  New York City
- **Yvonne Meier**
  New York City
- **Yvonne Meier**
  New York City
- **Men of the World** *Additional materials can be found under: Mark Alice Durant; and Matthew Wilson*
  Chicago
- **Marcello Mercado**
  Köln, Germany
- **Ann Meredith**
  New York City
- **Yanci Pantomime Theatre**
  Saskia Mestern
  Hamburg, Germany
- **Reginald Metcalf**
  Chicago
- **Martha Merrick-Shaw**
  Lakewood, OH
- **Robert Metrick**
  Chicago
- **Axilla Tutu**
  Johanna Meyer
  New York City
- **Sacred Naked Nature Girls** *Additional materials can be found under: Danielle Brazell*
  Laura Meyers
  Los Angeles
- **Sacred Naked Nature Girls** *Additional materials can be found under: Danielle Brazell*
  Laura Meyers
  Los Angeles
- **Helge Meyer**
  Germany
- **Eric Meyers**
  Columbus, OH
- **M. K. Meyers**
  Chicago
- **Judith Mikita**
  Cincinnati, OH
- **Sally Miklowski**
  Cleveland
- **Thea Miklowski**
  Cleveland
- **Another Language**
Beth Miklacie
Salt Lake City
- Bebe Miller and Co.
  New York City
- Celeste Miller
  Atlanta
- Larry Miller
  New York City
- Tim Miller
  Los Angeles
- Dorothea Smartt
  Sherlee Mitchell
  London
- Sherlee Mitchell
  London
- Tonya S. Mizner
  Cleveland
- Mokindo Art Project Additional materials can be found under:
  Kora Greene
  New York City
- Honor Molloy
  New Hope, PA
- Meredith Monk
- Linda Montano
  Austin, TX
- Inter-Relations
  Frank Moore
  Berkeley, CA
- Debbie Moore
  Berkeley, CA
- Frank Moore
  Berkeley, CA
- Iris Moore
  Chicago
- Sarah Moore
  Milwaukee
- John Morace
  New York City
- Gail Morgan
  New Orleans
- Gail Morgan
  New Orleans
- Morganville
  Chicago
- Dennis Moritz
  Philadelphia
- Donald Morrison
  Columbia Station, OH
- Barry Morse
  Los Angeles
- Anne Moss  
  New York City
- Movement, Music, and...  
  Cleveland
- Multigravitational Aerodance Group  
  New York City
- Anuradha Murali  
  Orangeburg, SC
- Compagnia Rebecca Murgi  
  Rebecca Murgi  
  Ancona, Italy
- Gerard Murrell  
  Church Point, LA
- Marsh Murphy  
- Liquid Mice Additional materials can be found under: Liquid Mice  
  Sheilah Murthy  
  Austin, TX
- Charlie Murphy  
  London
- Sheelah-Gra Murthy  
  Chicago
- Alien Comic  
  Tom Murrin  
  New York City
- Danny Mydlack  
  New York City
- Misha Myers  
  San Francisco
- Edward Myers  
  Columbus, OH
- Eileen Myles  
  New York City

- Box 13, N-O

- Seisai Risaell Nagao  
  Tokyo
- Sachiko Nakamura  
  San Francisco
- Tommy Neblett  
  Somerville, MA
- Via Negativa  
  Ljubljana, Slovenia
- Mara Neimanis  
  New York City
- Barbara Neri  
  Pinckney, MI
- Barbara Neri  
  Pinckney, MI
○ Barbara Neri
  Pinckney, MI
○ Brenda Neth
  Cleveland
○ New Unit
  Chicago / London
○ Shinkansen: Van Gorp and John
  Estelle Neveux
  London
○ New World Theatre Co.
  Berkeley Springs, WV
○ Amanda Heng Liang Ngim
  Singapore
○ Long Nguyen
  Los Angeles
○ Terry Niedzialek
  Kutztown, PA
○ Terry Niedzialek and the Avante-Disregarde
  Flicksville, PA
○ Black Market International
  Boris Nieslony
  Köln, Germany
○ Lisa Newman
  Eugene, OR
○ North Coast Pipe Band
  Cleveland
○ Nova Lizard Project
  Cleveland
○ Black Umfolosi
  Novater Artists
  Toronto, Canada
○ Marie Novotny-Jones
  Hyde Park, MA
○ Artizen Edge
  Ken Nowak
  Cleveland
○ Los Tricksters
  Domingo Nuno
  Oakland, CA
○ Nuyorican Poets Live Additional materials can be found under:
  Jessica Baker
  New York City
○ Trestle Theatre Company Ltd.
  Tracy O'Brennan
  England
○ Toti O'Brien
  Los Angeles
○ Alison O'Daniel
  Cleveland
○ Sosumu Yonaguni
Jamie Oh
Brooklyn, NY
- Rika Ohara
- Rika Ohara
  Los Angeles
- Michel O'Hara
  Columbus, OH
- Dora Ohrenstein
  Philadelphia
- Tangentz
  Lori Ohtani
  Honolulu, HI
- Harold Olejarz
  Tenafly, NJ
- Deborah Oliver
  Los Angeles
- Kym Olsen
  Chicago
- Kym Olsen
  Chicago
- Entwine
  David Royal Olson
  Jacksonville, FL
- Omaha Magic Theatre
  Omaha, NE
- John O'Neal
  Austin, TX
- Colleen O'Neill
  New York City
- Ric Oquita
  Minneapolis
- Neil Oram
  Scotland
- Tim Ore
  Baltimore, MD
- Robin Orlin
  Chicago
- Ruben T. Ornelas
  Brooklyn, NY
- Raphael Montanez Ortiz
  Brunswick, NJ
- Wasteland Company
  William Osborne
  Germany
- Matthew Ostrowski
  Brooklyn
- Overfoot Dance Company
  Jody Oberfelder-Riehm
  New York City
- Matthew Owens
Chicago
  • Liz Ozol
    Berkeley, CA

• Box 14. P-Q

  • Novater Artists
    Sisa Pacari
    Toronto, Canada
  • Dalia Padoa
    Rome
  • Clemente Padin
    Uruguay
  • Mixed Media
    Cathy Paine
    Baltimore, MD
  • Cathy Paine
    Richmond, VA
  • Pants Performance Association
    Bristol, England
  • Nicky Paraiso
    New York City
  • Raïna Paris
    Los Angeles
  • SAFMOD [SubAtomic Frequency Modulation OverDose]
    Additional materials can be found under: Neil Chastain; and
  • SAFMOD
    Young Park
    Cleveland
  • So Yeon Park
    Columbus, OH
  • Bob Parks
    Southall, England
  • Nathaniel Parsons
    Cleveland Heights, OH
  • Dillion Paul
    Jamaica Plain, MA
  • Neta Pulvermacher & Dancers
    Dillion Paul
    New York City
  • Patricia Payne
    San Diego, CA
  • Julie Patton
    New York City
  • Jordan Peimer
    West Hollywood, CA
  • Neo Pekklar
    Cleveland
  • Fluid Measure Performance
    Additional materials can be found
**Fluid Measure Performance** Additional materials can be found under: Fluid Measure Performance Company
Patricia Pelletier
Chicago

- **Sylvia Pengilly**
  River Edge, LA

- **Anita Ponton**
  London

- **Pere Ubu**
  London / Cleveland

- **Ann Perich**
  Los Angeles

- **The Performance Project**
  Pullman, WA

- **Yorga Performeur**
  Chigne, France

- **John Perkins**
  Newton Abbott, England

- **Stacy Pershall**
  Cincinnati, OH

- **Lauren Petty**
  New York City

- **Lauren Petty**
  New York City

- **Jason Phelps**
  Austin, TX

- **Phffft Co.** Additional materials can be found under: Cyrus Khambatta
  New York City

- **Aine Phillips**
  Derrymore, Ireland

- **Physical Disbalance Theatre**
  Minsk, Belarus

- **Pichini / Sinder & Co.**
  Christine Pichini
  Middletown, CT

- **Pie Face Mike**
  Palo Alto, CA

- **Stuart Pimsler**
  Columbus, OH

- **Pink Inc.**
  New York City

- **Pink Punk**
  Estonia

- **Zygmunt Piotrowski**
  Warsaw, Poland

- **Sam Piperato**
Sam Piperato  
Pacifica, CA

Kristen Pittle  
Yorktown Heights, NY

Plasma Studii  
New York City

Not the Hollywood Women  
Lynne Plowman  
Cardiff, Wales

Not the Hollywood Women  
Lynne Plowman  
Cardiff, Wales

Daniel Plunkett  
Austin, TX

Poets League of Greater Cleveland  
Cleveland

Poetry Slam Team  
Cleveland

Pomo Afro Homos  
San Francisco

Debra Barrera Pontillo  
Madison, WI

William Pope.L  
Lewiston, ME

Joyce Porcelli  
Cleveland

Claire Porter  
Teaneck, NJ

Monique Porter  
New York City

Gene Preble  
Greensboro, NC

IS Performance Group  
Christopher Preissing  
South Bend, IN

Sarah Provost  
Brooklyn, NY

Stephen Pruitt  
Cincinnati, OH

Antoni Przechrzta  
London

Antoni Przechrzta  
London

Zoo  
Eric Pukprayura  
San Francisco

Alan Pulner  
Los Angeles

Alma Loren Orozco Quiyono  
Mexico
• Box 15. R

- Joseph Rabensdorf
  Milwaukee
- Ivan Rados
  England
- Ivan Rados
  England
- Zita Rahn
  Cleveland
- Zita Rahn
  Cleveland
- Rajekas and Intraub
  New York City
- Miroslaw Rajkowski
  Poland
- Miroslaw Rajkowski
  Poland
- Miroslaw Rajkowski
  Poland
- Walk and Squawk
  Hilary Ramsden
  Ann Arbor, MI
- Richard Rand
  West Lafayette, IN
- Richard Rand
  West Lafayette, IN
- Artspot
  Kathy Randels
  New Orleans
- Artspot
  Kathy Randels
  New Orleans
- Yasoda Rao C.
  India
- Pedulla Narsing Rao
  India
- Scotcho Tameriane
  Sean Rapacki
  Cleveland
- Scotcho Tameriane
  Sean Rapacki
  Cleveland
- Stephen Rappaport
  San Francisco
- Crossroads Performance Group
  Steph Raptis
  Tempe, AZ
- Joan Rater
Brooklyn, NY
- **Subodh Rathod**
  England
- **Joseph Ravens**
  Chicago
- **Lawrence Rawlins**
  New York City
- **Global Greenway**
  Daniel Ray
  Westlake, OH
- **Daniel Ray**
  Cleveland
- **Red Hand** *Additional materials can be found under: Ed Hallahan*
  Sharon, PA
- **Peter Reder**
  London
- **Elja Pick Reed**
  Chicago
- **Elja Pick Reed**
  Chicago
- **Robin Reese**
  Philadelphia
- **Reeves / Jones Performance Group**
  New York City
- **Mary Reid / Smaller Than Life**
  San Francisco
- **10:00 Shadow**
  Kelly Reiling
  New York City
- **10:00 Shadow**
  Kelly Reiling
  New York City
- **Nancy O. Reilly**
  New York City
- **Reno**
  New York City
- **Drew Richardson**
  Chicago
- **Mariah Richardson**
  Oakland, CA
- **Rif' esso**
  Italy
- **Hallwalls Contemporary Arts**
  Dan Rigney
  Buffalo, NY
- **Gina Lori Riley Dance Enterprises**
  Windsor, Canada
- **Melinda Ring**
  Santa Monica, CA
- **Melinda Ring**
Santa Monica, CA  
- **Ripe and Ready Players**  
  Chatanooga, TN  
- **Mark Rodgers**  
  England  
- **Mark Rodgers**  
  England  
- **Mark Rodgers**  
  England  
- **Paul Bonin-Rodriguez**  
  San Antonio  
- **Thaddeus Root**  
  Cleveland  
- **William Roper**  
  Altadena, CA  
- **Kathy Rose**  
  New York City  
- **Kathy Rose**  
  New York City  
- **Kathy Rose Kabuki**  
  Menco Visual Theater  
  Hoboken, NJ  
- **Dziga Vertov Performance Group** Additional materials can be found under: Li Chiao-Ping  
  Douglas Rosenberg  
  Madison, WI  
- **Suzanne Rosenblatt**  
  Milwaukee  
- **Suzanne Rosenblatt**  
  Milwaukee  
- **Ralph Rosenfield**  
  Columbus, OH  
- **Rachael Rosenthal**  
  Los Angeles  
- **Rachael Rosenthal**  
  Los Angeles  
- **Christine Rosholt**  
  Minneapolis  
- **Mark Roth**  
  San Francisco  
- **Mark Roth**  
  Dayton, OH  
- **Mikel Rouse**  
  New York City  
- **Jay Ruby**  
  Prescott, AZ  
- **Paola Ruby**  
  New York City  
- **Dee Dee Russell**  
  San Francisco
- Rucker and Rusio
  New York City
- Sten Rudstrom
  San Francisco
- Sten Rudstrom
  San Francisco
- Elizabeth Ruf
  New York City
- Jim Rush
  New York City
- 180
  Andy Russ
  Oberlin, OH
- Dee Russell
  San Francisco
- Brian Russo
  Cincinnati, OH
- Blan Ryan
  Belfast, Ireland

- Box 16. Sa-Sh
  - SAFMOD [SubAtomic Frequency Modulation OverDose]
    Additional materials can be found under: Neil Chastain; and Young Park
    Cleveland
  - The Anti-Aunties
    Laura Salazar
    Grand Rapids, MI
  - SALAZAR
    Laura Gardner
    Grand Rapids, MI
  - Michael Salinger
    Cleveland
  - Dana Salisbury
    New York City
  - Alison Salzinger
    New York City
  - Rosa Sanchez
    Barcelona
  - Sarbjit Samrai
    London
  - Sarbjit Samrai
    London
  - Christy Sheffield Sanford
    Gainsville, FL
  - Neptune
    Jason Sanford
    Jamaica Plain, MA
- Christine Sang
  Los Angeles
- Ann Sargent-Wooster
  New York City
- Terri Sarris
  Ann Arbor, MI
- Satori Circus Additional materials can be found under: Russell Taylor
  Troy, MI
- Melissa Birch as Yesterday
  Eleanor Savage
  Minneapolis
- Rte. Hector Guerra
  Liliana Savoia
  Argentina
- William Scarbrough
  Brooklyn, NY
- Karl Schaffer
  Santa Cruz, CA
- Vince Charming Productions
  Cathleen Schandelmeier
  Bensenville, IL
- Cathleen Schandelmeier
  Bensenville, IL
- Michael Schell
  Brooklyn, NY
- 77 Hz.
  Michael Schell
  Brooklyn, NY
- Gary Schiro
  New York City
- Jennifer Scholsberg
  New York City
- Bernard Schmidt
  New York City
- Carolee Schneemann
  New York City
- Several Dancers Core Additional materials can be found under:
  Dana H. Bayliss; and Several Dancers Core
  Sue Schroeder
  Decatur, GA
- Donna Schudel
  Chicago
- Peter Schumann
  Glover, VT
- Charles Schuminski
  Minneapolis
- Jude Schwendenwien
  New Brunswick, NJ
- Dough Scizak
Dough Scizak
Cleveland

Joyce Scott
Baltimore, MD

Patrick Scully
Minneapolis

Patrick Scully
Minneapolis

Scumwrenches
New York City

Ricky Seabra
Netherlands

Anne Seagrave
Dublin, Ireland

Seemen
San Francisco

Kevin Segal
Montreal

Margery Segal
Austin, TX

Iris Selke
Germany

Paula Sepinuck
Swarthmore, PA

Scott Serrano
San Francisco

Francoise Sergy
London

Several Dancers Core Additional materials can be found under:
Sue Schroeder; and Dana H. Bayliss
Atlanta

ShadoArt Productions
Columbus, OH

Squad
Catherine Sharpe
San Francisco

Molly Shanahan
Columbus, OH

Crutch Shannon
Chicago

Late Bloomers
Anne Shapiro
New York City

Elisha Shapiro
Los Angeles

Shattered Additional materials can be found under: Barbara E. Lein
St. Paul, MN

Lisa Shattuck
New Orleans

Palouse Performance Project
- **Box 17. Si-Sp**
  - Linda Carmella Sibio
    Los Angeles
  - Linda Silbio
    Los Angeles
  - Mercy Sidbury
    San Francisco
  - Grazyna Ryba Sielczak
    Toronto, Canada
  - Mohan Sikka
    Philadelphia
  - Tomasz Sikorski
    Poland
  - Tomasz Sikorski
    Warsaw, Poland
  - Bob Sikoryak / RAW
    New York City
  - Silent Partners
    Asheville, NC
  - Diseño del Destino
    César Silva
    Mexico
  - Cameron Silver
    Beverly Hills, CA
  - Inner Harmonics
    David Simpatico
    Brooklyn, NY
  - Gordon Simpson
    New York City
  - Gruppo Sinestetico
    Italy
  - Singing Angels
    Cleveland
  - Mala Sinha
    Toronto, Canada
  - Sister Sledge
    Philadelphia
  - Little Emo
James Sitterly  
Palos Verdes, CA  
- **Baubo Performance Project**  
  Sophia Skiles  
  Chicago  
- **Theodora Skipitares**  
  New York City  
- **Deborah Slater**  
  San Francisco  
- **Sleazy Jesus and the Splatter Pigs**  
  Cleveland  
- **Judith Sloan**  
  Nikki Weavers  
  New York City  
- **New World Performance**  
  James Slowiak  
  Akron, OH  
- **Bill Smartt**  
  Mark Misrok  
  San Francisco  
- **Mike Smirnoff**  
  St. Petersburg, Russia  
- **Barbara T. Smith**  
  Venice, CA  
- **Carolyn Steinhoff Smith**  
  Tulsa, OK  
- **Carolyn Steinhoff Smith**  
  Tulsa, OK  
- **Hank Smith**  
  Jersey City, NJ  
- **John Smith**  
  England  
- **John Smith**  
  England  
- **Julian Maynard Smith**  
  London  
- **Louise Smith**  
  Yellow Springs, OH  
- **Louise Smith**  
  Yellow Springs, OH  
- **Michael Smith**  
  New York City  
- **M. Smith**  
  Chicago  
- **Nelson Smith**  
  Ferndale, MI  
- **Nelson Smith**  
  Ferndale, MI  
- **Nelson Smith**  
  Oak Park, MI
- **Frequent Flyers**  
  Nancy Smith Hall  
  Boulder, CO
- **Susan Smith Nash**  
  Norman, OK
- **Elizabeth Smullens**  
  Philadelphia
- **O Grivo**  
  Nelson Soares  
  Brazil
- **Joseph Daniel Sobol**  
  Chicago
- **Sheila Sobel**  
  Jersey City, NJ
- **Sock Monkeys**  
  Chicago
- **Solomons Company / Dance**  
  New York City
- **Gus Solomon**  
  New York City
- **Andy Soma**  
  Chicago
- **Mel Someroski**  
  Kent, OH
- **Janis Somerville**  
  Singapore
- **Janis Somerville**  
  Germany
- **Yuji Sone**  
  Glebe, Australia
- **Robert Sot**  
  Bergen, Norway
- **Amy Sparks and Dennis Maxfield**  
  Cleveland
- **Rennie Sparks**  
  Chicago
- **Spectordance**  
  Fran Spector-Atkins  
  Carmel, CA
- **Women Who Kill Too Much**  
  Joan Spitler  
  Venice, CA
- **Annie Sprinkle**  
  New York City

- **Box 18. St-T**

  - **Gail Stahlhuth**  
    New York City
DC/AC
B Stanley
Washington, D.C.

Emily Stansberry
Brooklyn, NY

Howard Stansbury
Philadelphia

Gurlene Hussey
Douglas Stapleton
Chicago

Lawrence Steger
Chicago

Bonnie Sue Stein
New York City

Sherry Steiner
Housatonic, MA

Flying Sisters Theatre Additional materials can be found under:

Flying Sisters Theatre
Cynthia Stevens
St. Paul, MN

Flying Sisters Theatre Additional materials can be found under:

Flying Sisters Theatre
Cynthia Stevens
St. Paul, MN

James Stevens
London

James Stevens
London

Donald Stikeleather
South Bend, IN

Akshun Services
Andre Stitt
London

Dave Stincic
Willoughby, OH

Prosser Stirling
Washington, D.C.

Andre Stitt
London

Tara Babel
Andre Stitt
London

Studebaker Theatre
Boston

Marcia Stuermer
Cleveland

Jim Strahs
New York City

Subliminals
New York City
Chris Sullivan  
Chicago

Marisa Sullivan  
Brooklyn, NY

Elizabeth Summerlin  
New York City

Alaric Sumner  
England

Mari Sunaida  
Venice, CA

Sunny In Chernobyl  
Minneapolis

Melati Suryodarmo  
Germany

Christian Swenson  
Seattle

Jan Swidinski  
Warsaw, Poland

Swing Era  
Cleveland

Artur Tajber  
Poland

Jose Torres Tama  
New Orleans, LA

Jose Torres Tama  
New Orleans, LA

Open 24 Hrs. Dance Co.  
Pam Tanowitz  
New York City

Open 24 Hrs. Dance Co.  
Pam Tanowitz  
New York City

Quasar Dance Company of Brazil  
Glenn Tarachow  
Shaker Heights, OH

Honesty Tate  
Minneapolis

Satori Circus  Additional materials can be found under: Satori Circus  
Russell Taylor  
Ann Arbor, MI

Satori Circus  Additional materials can be found under: Satori Circus  
Russell Taylor  
Royal Oak, MI

Satori Circus  Additional materials can be found under: Satori Circus  
Russell Taylor  
Ann Arbor, MI

Diane Teramana
Diane Teramana
Columbus, OH
- Tetine
  London
- Theatre of Sorts
  Akron, OH
- Indra Thiagakajah
- John Thomas
  San Jose, CA
- Over the Hills
  Michael Thomas
  Chicago
- Lucky Pierre
  Michael Thomas
  Chicago
- Over the Hills
  Michael Thomas
  Chicago
- Blair Thomas and Michael Zerang
  Chicago
- Daniel Thompson
  Cleveland
- Atlas / Axis
  Ken Thompson
  Chicago
- Ken Thompson and Ames Hall
  Chicago
- Rikrit Tiravanija
  New York City
- Danny Tisdale
  New York City
- Danny Tisdale
  New York City
- Tom Tobie
  New York City
- La Ribot
  Ailles Tobin
  Madrid
- Rebecca Todd
  Cambridge, MA
- Karpatak Hungarian Folk
  Marianne Toghia
  Northridge, CA
- Slaven Tolj
  Croatia
- Robert Tompkins
  Santa Monica, CA
- Robert Tompkins
  Santa Monica, CA
- Diane Torr
  New York City
- **Diane Torr**  
  New York City
- **Valentin Torrens**  
  Barcelona
- **Jeanine Torres**  
  Philadelphia
- **Zocalo**  
  Nestor Topchy  
  Houston, TX
- **Camden Toy**  
  Brooklyn, NY
- **Julia Dolphin / Trahan**  
  San Francisco
- **Brian Tubbs**  
  Ypsilanti, MI
- **Keike Twisselmann**  
  Belfast, Northern Ireland
- **Ars Inflagranti! un Ltd.**  
  Keike Twisselmann  
  Belfast, Northern Ireland

- **Box 19. U-Wo**

  - **Stephanie Urdang**  
    New York City
  - **AFFA**  
    Chris Umney  
    England
  - **Gams on the Lam**  
    Additional materials can be found under: Gams on the Lam  
    Lauren Unbekant  
    Syracuse, NY
  - **Denise Uyehara**  
    Santa Monica, CA
  - **Anuj Vaidya**  
    Chicago
  - **Luis Valenzuela**  
    Providencia, Chile
  - **Susan Van Allen**  
    San Francisco
  - **Michael Vander Does Jazz Poetry Ensemble**  
    Columbus, OH
  - **Peter Dubach / Mario Van Horrik**  
    Holland
  - **Mario Van Horrik**
  - **Pennsylvania Dance Theatre**  
    Ann Van Kuren  
    State College, PA
  - **Art Acts**
Robin Van Lear
Cleveland Heights, OH

- **Robin Van Lear**
  Cleveland

- **Art Acts**
  Robin Van Lear
  Cleveland Heights, OH

- **Laurie Van Wieren**
  Minneapolis

- **Vince Vance**
  Dallas, TX

- **Bruce Vogt**
  Philadelphia

- **Lenore Von Stein**
  New York City

- **Kurt Von Voetsch**
  Niagra Falls, NY

- **Laila Voss**
  Cleveland

- **Laila Voss**
  Cleveland

- **Laila Voss**
  Cleveland

- **Donna Villella**
  New York City

- **Vox Box Arts Collective**
  Los Angeles

- **G. Allen Waits**
  Albuquerque, NM

- **Grace Walcott**
  San Francisco

- **Julia / dolphin Trahan**
  Pamela Walker
  San Francisco

- **Greg Walloch**
  New York City

- **Cara Walz**
  Chicago

- **Eth-Noh-Tec**
  Nancy Wang
  San Francisco

- **Debra Wanner**
  New York City

- **UMO Ensemble**
  Adam Ward
  Vashon, WA

- **Mitzi and Ed Waring Dance Co.**
  Edmund R. Waring
  North Olmstead, OH

- **Mitzi and Ed Waring Dance Co.**
Mitzi and Ed Waring Dance Co.
Edmund R. Waring
North Olmstead, OH

Kick in the Eye
Morna Watson
Venice, CA

Lisa Watts
Sheffield, England

Michelle and Waxman
Topanga, CA

Deke Weaver
San Francisco

Deke Weaver
San Francisco

Deke Weaver
San Francisco

Brian Webb
Edmonton, Canada

Marshall Weber
Madison, WI

Marshall Weber
Madison, WI

Marshall Weber
Madison, WI

Avila / Weeks
Brooklyn, NY

James Weiss
New Haven, CT

James Weiss
Fort Washington, PA

Jed Weissberg
New York City

Gitta Wellbe
Brigette Wellmann
London

Mac Wellman
Brooklyn, NY

Johanna Went
Los Angeles

Lisa Wesley
Sheffield, England

Melissa Whaley
Athens, OH

MinDCollision
Melissa Whaley
Millfield, OH

Diaruthe Wharton
Baltimore, MD
○ David Wheeler  
  Chestertown, NY  
○ Matt White  
  London  
○ John White  
  Los Angeles  
○ Mark Whitecage and Glass House Ensemble  
  Hoboken, NJ  
○ Robert Whitman  
  New York City  
○ Elizabeth Whitney  
  Milwaukee  
○ Elizabeth Whitney  
  Milwaukee  
○ Whores of Babylon  
  Liverpool, England  
○ Dolores Wilbur  
  Chicago  
○ Neil Wiernik  
  Toronto, Canada  
○ Adam Williams  
  Hollywood, CA  
○ Dennis Williams  
  Tuscon, AZ  
○ Holly Wilson  
  Cleveland  
○ Joseph Wilson  
  Boston  
○ Kirsten Wilson  
  Santa Fe, NM  
○ Kirsten Wilson  
  Santa Fe, NM  
○ Men of the World Additional materials can be found under: Mark Alice Durant; and Men of the World  
  Matthew Wilison  
  Chicago

• Box 20. Wr-Z

○ Men of the World Additional materials can be found under: Mark Alice Durant; and Men of the World  
  Matthew Wilson  
  Chicago  
○ Patricia Winter  
  New York City  
○ desoxy Theatre  
  Daniel Witton  
  Thornbury, Australia  
○ Jodie Linver
Barbara Wolf
Cincinnati, OH

○ Kedric Robin Wolfe
Los Angeles

○ Laurie Wolf
Durham, NC

○ Richard Wolfson
Cleveland

○ Lorena Wolffer
San Francisco

○ Zandy Wolpert
Cleveland

○ Shawn Womack Dance Projects
Cincinnati, OH

○ Heather Woodbury
New York City

○ Isis Performance Company Additional materials can be found under: Isis Performance Company
Lolita Woodward
New York City

○ Jill Wooley
Brooklyn, NY

○ Ann-Sargent Wooster
New York City

○ Wooster Group
New York City

○ Chris Wrabel
Cleveland

○ Poopeyhead
Chris Wrabel
Cleveland

○ Fiona Wright
London

○ Rae C. Wright
New York City

○ Sharon Wyrrick
Woodville, VA

○ Peter Yates
Culver City, CA

○ Doorika Additional materials can be found under: Celia Bucci
Erika Yeomans
Chicago

○ Nora York
New York City

○ Ensemble Duchamp
Lenny Young
Pittsburgh

○ Barry Yourgrau
Los Angeles

○ Laverne Zabielski
Series V: Artist Videos

Artists were asked to submit a five minute videotape with their application to the Performance Art Festival. This tape was to be either documentation of a previous work, documentation of a previous work, or a study of some sort for the work proposed for the Festival. The advisory panel viewed these five minute clips and used them largely as a basis for determining the score they gave each artist. The scores were added, with the highest scoring artists being invited to perform in the festival. Artists had the option of having their videos returned, if they enclosed a postpaid envelope. Most of the artists who enclosed a postpaid envelope had their tapes returned. Many of the tapes are longer than five minutes or contain additional material beyond the five minute clip.

The contents of each tape have been listed based solely on the labels on the tape and any information that may exist on a slipcase for the tape, if present. Some tapes only have the name of an artist on them and some only have a title, which is why some items on this list have only this information. A small number of the tapes have labels that have fallen off - thus the presence of unlabeled tapes -
these are listed at the end of each box. The tapes have not been viewed to
determine their contents or the condition of the recording. The tapes are listed by
box, in the order that Thomas Mulready placed them in. This is primarily
alphabetical, but there are some tapes that do not seem to be in the correct
boxes. The tapes are not in any specific order within a given box - they are listed
here alphabetically, by artist last name or by group name, to make it easier to
locate works.

Many of the tapes in this series are shorts or excerpts of longer works. When
there was an indication that a tape contained an excerpt, that notation was copied
to this list. Many of the tape labels contain additional descriptive information,
including duration and other description. When a recording is listed multiple
times, it means that multiple copies were found in the collection.

The items in this series are primarily VHS NTSC tapes. Those recorded in the
PAL format with sort of indication to that effect have been labeled accordingly.
The titles and names are copied directly from the tape labels, except when
abbreviations were used solely to save space, in which case they are usually
spelled out here. Writing in brackets is this author's ideas or commentary.

All boxes in this series have been moved to CSU.

- **Box 1. A-B**
  - Nancy Adams - *Performance Excerpts*
  - James Adlesic - *Snake Eyes* (excerpts)
  - Africanized Honey Bees - *Commodity X*
  - Akasha Dance Company - *The Once Not Remembered, Embrace, Remote: Control Section, Vastus Sylva, Out of the Blue*, and *I Still Have My Allergies*
  - Ann Cooper Albright and Lucy Dickinson - *Improve with Lucy Dickinson and Ann Cooper Albright*
  - Scott Alburger - *Whistles in Homage* (excerpts), *Gun Game*, and *A Really Big Show*
  - Todd Alcott - *5 Monologues*
  - Randall Anderson - *Remote*
  - Dorothy Anton - *Working Women*
  - Heidi Arneson - *Daddy-Addy*
  - Marilyn Arsem - *Dreams (breathe / don't breathe)*
  - Marilyn Arsem - *The Beginning or the End*
  - Art Acts - *Parade the Circle - Giant Puppets and Nites Lites*
  - Cat Ashworth - *Expanding the Video Image*
  - Cat Ashworth - *Taking Stock*
  - Adisa O. Bankoli - *Edited Performances*
  - Anne Bassen - *Once Upon A Time*
  - Dennis Beaubois - *The Accidental Contract*
  - Katherine Behar - *Get Back To Happy*
  - Jeff Bickford Dance - *Falling off the Map*
  - Steamroller (Jesselito Bie) - *Into the Drift and Sway*
  - blackSKYwhite
  - Blue Man [Blue Man Group]
• Jay Bolotin - *The Hidden Boy*
• Paul Bonin-Rodriguez - *Talk of the Town* (excerpts and full length)
• Lynn Book - *Covers, Bodytunes, Lamentations, Yodels, Talking Circles + Much Much More...*
• Kate Bornstein - *Kate Bornstein Trailer* and *Hidden: A Gender*
• Jack Bowman - *American Nursery Rhyme*
• Annie Brisson - *Mes Sabots Sans Aile*
• Annie Brisson - *Mes Sabots sans Aile*
• Lynn Brown - *Root Sections 1 and 2*
• Dana Bryant - *The Revolution Will Not Be Televised*
• Johannes Burringer - *Between the Places*
• Peter Burns - *Big Water*
• Patrick Burton - *Beauty*
• Patrick Burton - *Until* (selected excerpts)
• Jeffery Byrd - *Performances*

**Box 2. C-D**

• David Cale - *The Redthroats*
• Barbara Campbell - *The Diamond Necklace Affair* and *Cries from the Tower*
• Monty Cantsin - *I Am Monty Cantsin*
• Cheri Carson - *Water Dreams*
• Tish Carter - *Do You Suffer from Insomnia? (Or Do You Sleep in the Nude?)*
• Liliana Chagin
• Danyl Chambers
• Danyl Chambers - segments from *Vertical Nightmare* and *Flashback*
• Lenora Champagne - *Isabella Dreams the New World* and *With You the Rest of...*
• Jocelyn Chang
• John Chiaromonte - *The Enlightenment Cell*
• Ken Choy - *Buzz Off Butterfly*
• Ken Choy - *Ode to a Butterfly*
• Chronis - *Get Naked Project*
• Eugene Clark - *Live at Void*
• Cleveland Ballet / Dancing Wheels - Excerpts from T.V. Coverage
• *Benetton Cleveland* and *Artist Review MASTER*
• *Cleveland Video Art Sampler for Benetton Cleveland*
• Amanda Clower - *Fridge Strings: Nocturne with Fruit and Grandmother*
• Jane Comfort - *Deportment 1991*
• Jane Comfort and Company - *Deportment*
• Shelley Cook
• Dave Cooke - excerpts from *Indiana!!!*
• Dave Cooke - excerpts from *20th C. Angst: a Celebration*
• Dough Cooney and Karen Stephens - *Tom and Sally*
• Marianne Connolly - *Secretary X at M.I.T.*
• Crisus
• Clara Crockett - *Rites of a Sacrificial Dummy*
Clara Crockett - *Rites of a Sacrificial Dummy*
Clara Crockett - *Royal Jelly*
Matthew Cupach - *Video Art*
Davinio Art Electronics
Dancenoise: Anne Iobst and Lucy Sexton - *Excerpts '88 and '89 and All the Rage*
Jordan Davis - *'Shades*
Jordan Davis - *We Are Not Safe*
Giles Denmark / Frank Lee Human - *Performance Works 84-88*
Charles Dennis - excerpt from *Full House*
Charles Dennis - scenes from *Full House*
Brendan deVallance - *Freddie Rising*
Brendan deVallance - *Freddie Rising*
Brendan deVallance - *The Sound is Fury*
Jess Dobkin - *Silent Portrait Series*
Gearóid Dolan / screaMachine - *Demonstration Reel*
Curtis Donnahee - *Palpitations*
Ilka Doubek - *Solo Dance*
Dennis Downey - *Why We Get Tired, Japan Men, The Basis of the Signature*, and *Jimmy Joyce*
Paule Duchess - *Bad Plumbing and Other Household Traumas*
Dude Theatre
James Duesing - *Maxwell's Demon*
Jana Haimsohn - *Bird on a String, Sing*
Scott Alburger
Judith Ren-Lay
Laurie Beth Clark

**Box 3. E-G**
- Barry Edwards - *Optik Performance*
- Electric Arts Duo - *Night Visions and Shades of Electric Colors of Spring*
- Roger Ely - *The Devil's Chauffeur*
- John English
- eMCee - *eMCee Sample*
- eMCee - *Performance Demo Tape*
- Lisa Erdman - *Selected Works*
- Lisa Erdman - *Ethnimage 5-Day Identity Plan*
- Erica Essner - *Symptoms of the Critical Equation*
- Rochelle Fabb - *Performance Works*
- Steve Ferguson - *Solo Pieces*
- John Fleck - *Demo Tape*
- John Fleck - *Me (workshop)*
- John Fleck - *Me or All For You* (work in progress)
- John Fleck - *Performance Demo Tape*
- Maureen Fleming - *Sphere*
- Maureen Fleming - *Water on the Moon* (excerpts)
- Fluid Measure Performance Company - *We Like it Here* and *We Three*
- Christopher Franke / Jim Lang
Christopher Franke / Jim Lang
Future Circus
Charles Garoian - Flayed Ox
Gecko - Grubclub and Dinner with Tesla
Mike Geither - Map - Gettysburg Section
General Jackett - Jackett Haus
Gina Gibney - Three Solos / One Trio
John Giffin - But Nicolette One Night Escaped
Goat Island - excerpts from Can't Take Johnny..., We Got a Date, and Soldier, Child,...
James Godwin - The Greenbelly Hymnals
Gold and Zee - Promo Tape
Jane Goldberg, Sarah Safford, Dorothy Wasserman - Topical Tap: The Rhythm Method (excerpts)
Dustin Bradley Goltz - Temple
Guillermo Gómez-Peña - Son of Border Crisis
Stephanie Gottlob and Yuji Oka - Thinning Fields
Sheila Gordon - New York: Sex, Killing, and the Shopping (excerpts and television interview)
Sheelah Grace Murthy
Frank Green - Five Letters from Jane for (Fe)Male Voices with Shouters and Chains
Frank Green - I am a Trash-o-philiac
Frank Green - The Scarlet Letters (excerpts and entire performance)
Michael Green - Somalia Yellow
Kora Greene - LAK DIS
Kora Greene - Castles in Shifting Sand
Joyce Guy - Rites of Passage
Kenny Lerner / Peter Cook - Poetry around the World and Replay

• Box 4. H-K
  • Gyrl Grip
  • Susan Halpern
  • Anna Halprin
  • Alexander Harvey - Performance '91'92
  • Matt Heckert / Mechanical Sound Orchestra
  • Jacques Heim / Diavolo Dance Theatre
  • Keith Hennesssy - Heat (The Home Edit)
  • Stephanie Heyl - WannaDance, Storyline, and Enter the Truth Charmer
  • Pug Heller
  • Janis Henderson - Eat and Converse
  • Paulo Henrique - Branco (White), ODE, and Terra Blana (Flat Earth)
  • The High Risk Group
  • The High Risk Group - No Comfort Here
  • Shelly Hirsch and David Weinstein - excerpts from O Little Town of East New York and excerpt from Power Muzak
  • Holly Hughes - World Without End
  • Holly Hughes - World Without End
  • Holly's Comets
- Holly's Comets - demo
- Holly's Comets - Refractions
- Stephen Holman - Childhood of Aleister Crowley
- Stephen Holman / Theatre Carnivale - Excerpt from Live Performance - Breakfast with the Crowleys and British TV Broadcast
- House of Face
- James Howley - Their Land
- Kevin Huber and Company - Near Misses
- Dan Hurlin - A Cool Million
- Hank Hyena
- Hank Hyena
- Hank Hyena - The Magic Diaphragm
- Imani - Art Museum
- Diviana Ingravallo
- Diviana Ingravallo - Autobiography of an Eclipse and Erotic Reading
- Madine Ish - Marsh
- Isis Performance Company - What the Man Said
- Homer Jackson - Video Samples
- Desmond Jones - Storm
- Paula Josa-Jones - White Dreams, Wild Moon
- Judson Performance - Plasma Studii
- Marceline Kahn
- Michael Kaniecki - Love Songs for the S.S.
- Istvan Kantor
- Suzannah Keagle - Lyre, Lyre, Pants on Fire
- Keegan and Lloyd - Passing on the Right and Other Accidents of Life (excerpt)
- Kathy Kennedy - Idlingo
- Elise Kermani - Selected Performances 1991-1993
- KT Kilborn - excerpt from Underground Transit
- Richard Kostelanetz - sample from Epiphanies
- Dan Kwong - Tales from the Fractured Tao with Master Nice Guy (excerpts)

- Box 5. L-M
  - Africanized Honey Bees - Commodity X - Video Component of Performance
  - Contemporary Performances
  - J. Heimbold / Instant Girl - Lipliner
  - Suzanne Lacy - Teenage Livingroom
  - Ladies of the Lake - selected excerpts from Great Gobs and Ways In
  - Ray Langenbach - Pro Contra and Christ In America
  - Beth Lapides
  - Salli Love Larkin - The Instruments May Be Shown
  - Salli Love Larkin - The Instruments May Be Shown
  - Carol Leigh (Scarlot Harlot) - Outlaw Poverty, Not Prostitutes
Carol Leigh (Scarlot Harlot) - *Safe Sex Slut and Outlaw Poverty, Not Prostitutes*

[Carol Leigh] (Scarlot Harlot) - *Spiritual Warfare: The G.H.O.S.T. Campaign and Mandatory HIV Testing Protest*

Xavier Leonard - *Danger Space No. 4 "Our Miss Brooks"

Xavier Leonard - excerpt from *Polar Bears*

Xavier Leonard - *This Is Not A Peach*

Lisa Lerner (Cowboy Girl) - *Indian Maiden Girl Playhouse Theater Skit and House Call / Beaver Fever*

Morgan Lewis / Hot Banana Morgan - *Promo Tape*

Elizabeth Lide / Paul Kayhart - *Wearing Water / Eating Cement (Icons to Kiss)*

Londinium Moda - *Fashion Show*

Tine Louise Kortermand - *Is the Next Odysseus a Woman?*

Lynn Lukkas

Mabou Mines - *Hajj*

David MacLean - *Quarantine of the Mind* (excerpts)

Lou Mallozzi - 2 Excerpts from *City Surrounded by Water*

Lou Mallozzi - 2 excerpts from *Patience*

Lindia Mancini - *Grace, Bone China*, and *Angelina! (iv) Glances*

Andy Marko - excerpt from *Carrier*

Nina Martin - *Excerpts (various), excerpts Changing Face*, and *Changing Face*

Keith Antar Mason - *Howl*

Clare Maxwell - *Bringing the Horses Inside/Outside*

Jeff McBridge - *McBride is Real Magic*

Paul McComas - *H.O.D.*

Sandy McFadden

Jeff McMahon - *Scatter*

Andrew J. Mellen

Meltdown Performing Arts

Ann Meredith - *... And No One Heard Me Scream*

Robert Metrick - excerpt from *When I Regain My Foliage*

Robert Metzger - *Sometimes You Forget To Think*

Michael K. Meyers - *Common Knowledge*

Celeste Miller

Celeste Miller - *Highways*

Larry Miller - *Some Fluxus*

Larry Miller - *Some Fluxus*

Tim Miller - *Stretch Marks*

Tim Miller - *Stretch Marks*

KANG Misun Dance Company - *Korean Dance*

Mokindo Art Project

Ginder Moloko - *Ginger Moloko's Autistic Follies*

Iris Moore - *Constructing a Ruin of Living Shit and Begging, Inspiration, Forgiveness*

John Morace - *Prisoners of Sex*

Donald J. Morrison - proposal for *Under My Skin*

Charlie Murphy - *Kiss-In A Taster*

Eileen Myces - *An American Poem*
- Danny Mydlack
- Danny Mydlack - *Evolution*
- Video Highlights of Performance Art Festival 1993 - Kain Karawahn, Goat Island, Nancy Adams
- [unlabeled tape]

**Box 6. N-R**
- Ping Chong - *Kind Ness*
- Sesai Nagao
- Neu
- New World Theatre Company - *Hot and Cold Running Circus* and *Earth Magic*
- Long Nguyen - *Solo*
- Long Nguyen and Dancers - *Leave Me Radiant Light*
- Terry Niedzialek - excerpt from *At the Corner of Error and Perfection*
- Nova Lizards
- Artizen Edge / [Ken Nowak] - *Light Ritual*
- Nuyorican Poets Live! - *NYU 101*
- SS Nova - *A Midsummer Nights Dream*
- Rika Ohara - *The Last Supper* (*Shelter Phase IV/2*)
- Harold Olejarz - *Life Imitates Art*
- Harold Olejarz (three news spots)
- John O’Neal - *Don’t Start Me Talking*
- Nancy O’Reilly - excerpt from *The Gangster* and *The Barmaid*
- Clemente Padín - *Zona de Arte*
- So Yeon Park - *Sand Walker*
- Dillon Paul
- Sylvia Pengilly - *Solitaire*
- Pere Ubu - *Sleepwalk*
- Pomo Afro Homos in Fierce Love
- Anita Ponton - *Seen Unsaid, Untitled Video Performance, Company*
- William Pope.L - *Egg Eating Contest*
- William Pope.L - *The Egg Eating Contest*
- William Pope.L - *Eracism*
- William Pope.L - *How Much is that Nigger in the Window*
- William Pope.L - *How Much is that Nigger in the Window*
- William Pope.L - *How Much is that Nigger in the Window*
- Poppo - *New Model of the Universe*
- Robert Post - *In Performance*
- Post Arrivalist Promo Tape
- Neta Pulvermacher and Dancers - *To Bite and Orange With Its Peel, Matildas, and Long Story Short*
- Laurence Rawlins - *Solioguy for the Muted*
- Reeves / Jones Performing Group - excerpts from various pieces followed by *Method of Passing*
- The Repertory Project - A Different Dance Company - Promo
- Reno - *In Rage and Rehab*
- Gina Lori Riley Dance Enterprises - *Clouds*
- Melinda Ring - *Weather Condition Dances*
- William Roper - *Instruments of Decision* (3 excerpts)
- Kathy Rose
- Kathy Rose - Excerpts 1987-2002
- Ralph Rosenfield - *Off the Wall, Pyre, Return to Basic Black, Emergence*
- Rachel Rosenthal - *Pangaen Dreams*
- Rachel Rosenthal - *The Performance World of Rachel Rosenthal and Rachel's Brain Collage*
- Rachel Rosenthal - *Rachel's Brain*
- Rachel Rosenthal Company - *Timepiece*
- Mark Roth - performance excerpts
- Paola Ruby
- Bronwyn Rucker and Rick Russo - Selected Works
- Dee Russell - *Art Girl City*
- Dee Russell - *Nona on the Phone*
- Dee Russell - *promo*
- Dee Russell and Scarlet Harlot - *Yes Means Yes, No Means No.*
- Blathnaid Ryan - *Swimming Session, Ekstasis, Frozen Account, Woman Washes And Vacumes*

- **Box 7. S**
  - Michael Sakamoto - *Performance Excerpts*
  - Alison Salzinger - *Exploded View*
  - Canyon Sam - *Taxi Karma and The Dissident*
  - Sarbjit Samari - *Tea Dancer [PAL?]*
  - Satori Circus - *Project Support Tape, 1989*
  - Satori Circus - *Project Support Tape, 1989*
  - Satori Circus - *Project Support Tape, 1990*
  - Satori Circus - *Project Support Tape, 1991*
  - Jennifer Schlossberg - *Bugs of Durham and Bugs of Los Angeles*
  - Jennifer Schlossberg - *The Party as Performance and The Conversation as Performance*
  - Jennifer Schlossberg - *Party as Performance*
  - Jennifer Schlossberg - *The Party as Performance and The Conversation as Performance*
  - Bernard Schmidt - *Razona la Vaca*
  - Bernard Schmidt - *Razona la Vaca*
  - Charles Schuminski - *Potato Peelings of an Alchemist*
  - Jude Schwendewien - *Total Mood Involvement*
  - Drake Scott - *CLEMAC Performance*
  - Joyce J. Scott - *Geneva Interference*
  - Patrick Scully - *Too Soon Lost*
  - Scumwrenches - *Excerpts from Performances*
  - Iris Selke - *Performance and Film 1996-2002*
  - Several Dancers Core - *Red Cloth, Table, and Duet*
  - Wendy Shaffer
  - Shapiro - *Nihilist Party*
  - Elisha Shapiro - *I Don't Believe in Anything: Why Do You?*
  - Seiji Shimoda - *On The Table*
  - Linda Sibil - *Blow-Out*
Linda Carmella Sibio - West Virginia Schizophrenic Blues
Mercy Sidbury - HideAway
David Simpatico - Cavalcade of Scars
David Simpatico - Cavalcade of Scars
Singing Angels
Doug Skinner and Mike Smith - excerpt from The Puppet Show and Behind The Scenes at The Puppet Theater
James Slowiak - Traditional Voices, The Misanthrope, The Tempest, and Macbeth (from Shakespeare)
Nelson Smith - The Missing Persons (States of Mind)
Soho Booking - 91/92 Roster of Artists
Andy Soma - Free's Last Laugh
Amy Sparks and John Byrum
Lorna Stewart - Mappa
Anthony Howell - Tango Art
Lawrence Steger - excerpts from Rented Movies and La Vida Loca (The Crazy Life)
Bonnie Stein / GOH Productions - Kaleva
Jim Strahs
Prosser Stirling
Prosser Stirling - excerpts from Firefighters, Cantos and Missing Persons
Chris Sullivan - Bang On My Chest If You Think I'm Perfect
Melati Suryodarmo - Exergy - Butter Dance and The Promise
Jack Waters / Peter Cramer - Live Wire, Vital Signs, and Pushing Buttons
Elizabeth Whitney - Domination Barbie

- Box 8. T-Z
- Charles Dennis - It's A R-r-roots Thing
- André Stitt - Grey Suit 9
- Jose Torres Tama - Songs of Love and Despair
- Diane Teramana - Crouching in the Corner, The Gout, Bare Canvas, Blank Mind, and Teramana's Chin
- Theatre of Sorts - Various Selections
- Inndra Thiagarajah - First Whispers
- Kate Thomas, Delores Wilbur, Mary Zerkel - Over the Hills and Far Away
- Daniel Thompson
- Danny Tisdale - Transitions Inc.
- Rob Tompkins - Native / Son
- Rob Tompkins - 1 1/4 Bob (excerpt)
- Treatworld Enterprises / Robert Fanelli
- Brian Tubbs - The L.A.B. [experiments]
- Calvin Tullos
- Uyehara - Sense of History
- Laurie Van Wieren - Weak in the Knees (excerpts)
- Vox Box - Macbeth Upon The Heath
- Deke Weaver
- Brian Webb - Project Desire: The Mountains and The Plains
- Johanna Went
- Johanna Went - *Portrait of Johanna Went*
- Joseph Wilson - *Pigs Feet and Marble Skies*
- Kadric Robin Wolfe - *Let Me Explain*
- Chris Wrabel - excerpts from *Ijbahala #17* and *Frustrations and Responses*
- Chris Wrabel - *Poopeyhead*
- Yasoda Rao C. - *A Dance Number*
- Barry Yourgrau - *Q*
- Barry Yourgrau - *3 Selections*
- Laverne Zabielski - excerpts from *Alt. Roots* performance
- Paul Zaloom - excerpts from *House of Horror* and *YIKES!*
- Paul Zaloom - excerpts from *Meanwhile*
- Paul Zaloom - *The House of Horror* and *YIKES!*
  Jeff McMahan - *Calling, Perfect Place, and Circle of Lines / Divided Grounds*
- Laura Zam - *At What Price...*
- Zivili - *Promotional*

**Box 9. Various**

- Liliana Abaunza - *Transmigration*
- Denis Beaubois - *In The Event of Amnesia The City Will Recall*
- Burton Beerman
- Lori Beraha - *Rock Garden*
- Leon Bernardyn
- Jeffery Byrd - *Performances*
- Cameron/Gradman - *This Is The Life!*
- Amy Champ - *Vote For Sun*
- Collin Chance
- Joseph R. Connelly - *Flag Day 1996*
- Monica Davand - *Carpal Tunnel*
- Alexander Del Re - *Lua Cheia*
- Redas Dirzys - *The Documents: Passeport*
- Curtis Donahee
- Barry Edwards - *Optik*
- Zack Goodwin - *The Moon in the Man*
- Gerry Gradauer / Tunnel Works - *FLAP, Alien Abduction, and THORN*
- Ken Hunt (with Carol Gilson and The Performance Art Church) - *Yammering Man*
- Jack the Dod and Michele Gillman - *Chüd*
- Godwin James - *Elementals*
- Gilles Jobin - *Trilogie*
- Denise Lampart - *Work in Progress*
- Norman Magden - *Diagenesis*
- Russell McEwan / Left & Right - *Keloidoscope*
- Jay McLaughlin
- Jamie McMurry - excerpts from *The Birthday Party, All Over Me* and *HabitAT*
- Jamie McMurry - *Powder Keg*
- Jamie McMurry / The Powder Keg Performance Art Laboratory - *Exigent Graduation* (proposal)
- Rebecca Murgi
- Tracy O'Brennan / Trestle Theatre Company - *Promotional Video*
- Lorena Orozco - 3 Acciones y un Texto Desperado
- Performance Art Church - *Excerpted Works*
- Performance Art Church - A Plainsong for Mary Anning
- Marlene Madison Plimley - *The Black Shiny Shoes Opera* (excerpts)
- Sacred Naked Nature Girls - *The Last Place I Ran To Just About Killed Me: Home*
- William Scarbrough - *Scrub*
- Shellabarger
- Nelson Soares - *O Grivo*
- Janis Somerville - *Australian Web of Life: What Does It Take For Every Person To Get A Fair Go?*
- Songs of the New Erotics - *Merzkopf* (excerpt) and *Nonsense Companions* (excerpt)
- Robert Sot - *State of Grace*
- Sun Ergos - *KSPS TV Northwest Profiles*
- Diane Teramana
- Chris Umney / AFFA - *Jamais Vu*
- Luis Valensuela - *Incombustibilis (Mercury from the sky)*
- Mario Van Horrik - *Antarctica documentatie tape*
- Mario Van Horrik and Petra Dubach
- Adam Ward - *Promotional*
- Mitzi & Ed Waring Dance Co. - *Around the World with Dance*
- Lisa Watts - *Various Performances* (compilation) and *Sex Kitten*

**Box 10. Various**
- Nancy Andrews
- Art Acts - Sample Tape *Flight of Memory, Souls in Suits*
- Art Acts - *The Flight of Memory, Souls in Suits, Hasta Que La Muerte*
- Bi-Ma Dance Company - *Beyond the Legend*
- Nao Bustamante - *America, the Beautiful*
- C.C.C. - *The Bacchait, Parabolas, and Anima-Animals*
- Chimera
- *A Clear Moment*
- Michael Cook
- Crisus
- Ken Davidson
- Elevator Repair Service
- Fetisch Park - *TV-Feature*
- Ernst Fischer / Briseton - *A Brief History of... (Silence)...*
- Graham Gabriel - *Slap*
- [Lynel Gardner] - *Black Son No Father*
- Jane Goldberg - *Rythm + Schmooze*
- Global Greenway - *Recycled Cycle Train*
- Janet Grau - excerpts from 2 performance works: *long since familiar* and *still (moving)*
Andrew Kaletta - Dupe 2
Andrew Karpinski - Video-Performance
Richard Kostelanetz - Seductions
Mirja Koponen - Ebb & Flow, Wild Woman
Joan Lagge KIMOCHI
Andrew Laurenson - Absolute Indifference
Richard Layzell - Performance Extracts
Lisa Lerner - Cowboy Girl
Melissa Mance - How to Make an Angel
Richard Martel - Portraits D'Artiste, Elegie: Verification Neutre
Objects Reels et Contre Objets
Rik Maverik in Berlin at "Club Orfeou"
with DJ Doktor Motte
Meat Circus (clips)
Yvonne Meier
Yvonne Meier - Pommes Fritz
Eric Meyers - excerpt from Principality
Sheelah Murthy - Love 'N Latex
Process X28 Here Comes Everybody
Ivan Rados - Celebration - Wings of Illusion
Ivan Rados - Self-Sacrifice
Ivan Rados - Wings of Illusion
Zita Rahn - Mirabai
Subodh Rathod
Anne Seagrave - 2 Short Performances
Oscar McLennan - Excerpt from Notes on Noise
Grazyna Ryba Sielczak - Performance Compilation Tape
(1990-1994)
Small Bones Dance Company - Finding Level / Parameter Shift
Dorothea Smartt - Medusa
Tim Video Portfolio
Slaven Tolj
Slaven Tolj - Tower of Babel
Robert Tompkins
Fiona Wright - Jonah

- Box 11. Various
  - Nancy Agabian - excerpt from My Gay Family
  - Agonistas - Fragments
  - AlienNation Co. - LBLM
  - Heidi Arneson - excerpts from Degrade School
  - Kate Aronson - Bitter Fool
  - Julie Bacon - Dispenser
  - Blank Vision / Jeremy Blank - Riot
  - Lynn Book - Gorgeous Fever, Geographies, and Physical Vision
  - Jessica Buege - Three Performance Installations
  - Peter Burns - Big Water
  - Peter Burns - Big Water and Other Stories
  - Jeffrey Byrd and Meza Abinadi - How Wang Fo
  - Michael A. Carson
- Chandrasekaran.s - *Parasite*
- *The Work of Laurie Beth Clark - Friends and Collaborators Discuss Ten Years of Art Making*
- Irina Danilova - *Trip 59*
- Ken Davidson
- Andrej Dudek-Dürer - *Meta...Trips... Arts XIC and As a Living Sculpture*
- Gillian Dyson - *Sine*
- Tommy Eddy
- Stephen Gall
- Charles Garoian - *History According Two Mental Blocks*
- Charles Garoian - *Walking On Water (Confluence)*
- Amanda Heng - *S/HE*
- Brian Kay - *Performance Video*
- Susan Lewis - *Ladies Falling*
- Lynn Lukkas - *Song of the Caryatids, When Night Cries, and Unterhaltung*
- Ann Magnuson - *You Could Be Home Now*
- Melissa Mance - (five minutes of two performance studies of the entry)
- César Martinez - *PerforMANcena*
- Rachel Rosenthal Company - *Tohu Bohu*
- SAFMOD [SubAtomic Frequency Modulation OverDose]
- SAFMOD - *Sub Atomic Frequency Modulation Overdose*
- Seemen
- Sheelah Murthy - *Selling Shakti*
- Theodora Skipitares - *Under the Knife* excerpts
- Yuji Sone - *The Voice of the Masked Other*
- Squonk Opera
- Squonk Opera
- Jose Torres Tama - *We are Patriots with Dark Faces*
- Thea Retically Sucks
- Keike Twisselmann - *Civic Casualties*
- Marshall Weber - *I Love You Tiny Dancer*
- Dolores Wilber - *What Will We Do* (excerpt)

- gallery 1 1/2 howl. 20 min + 1 hr log talks [no other information on tape]
- [unlabeled S-VHS tape]
- [unlabeled VHS tape]
- [unlabeled VHS tape]
- Cinecraft Spot Demo
- The Ohio to Erie Trail Fund

- **Box 12. Various**
  - Conrad Alexandrowicz - *Hard Drive*
  - AlienNation Co. / Johannes Birringer - *Sample Tape*
  - Valeriy Ayzenberg - *Visual Manipulation*
  - Moin Ali Baig - *Tch Tch Tch*
John G. Boehme - (eight performance excerpts followed by a full length documentation of performance)  
Lorraine Bowen Experience - Interview on Canadian Cable TV  
Cleveland Poetry Slam Team - On WEWS Morning Exchange 10/12/94  
Susan Copich / Maher - Broken Ero  
Alexander Del Re Performance Art Company - This is Not America  
Jennifer Dowlin-Kelly  
Gillian Dyson - The Asylum, Majesty Her, and Belief / Disbelief... [PAL]  
Thomas Allen Harris - Encounter at the Intergalactic Cafe  
Higuma Havao - Escargot  
Micol Hebron - Selections from Purse Birth and Untitled (Behind the Screen)  
High Risk  
Glenn Hubich - WAIT Ø period  
Sally Hudak / Thaddeus Root  
Normando Ismay and Charles Dennis - Scenes from Cafe Bizzoso  
Beverly Johnston  
Elise Kermani - excerpts from Private Eye / Public Hand  
Evangel King and John Bischoff - Striped Cloth  
Tei Kobayashi - Womb Lost and Found - Voices of Women in Asia  
Anton Kozikowski - Crustworth & the Trio of Minds (short)  
Joan Laage and Dappin' Butoh - Compilation '95  
Julie Laffin - Various States of D(u)ress  
Susan Lewis - untitled [PAL]  
Anita Loomis - excerpts from Female Deviations and Delicate State  
Andy Lowe / Rough Company - excerpts from Terminal  
Masked Puppetry Work / Scott Serrano - Containers and Continuity  
David McIntosh - Study for Prepared Brick  
Ray McNiece - Scenes from Dis, Us, and videos  
Dalia Matulaite & Co. - Meditations of August, 1991 [PAL]  
Yvonne Meier - excerpts from The Shining  
Men of the World - White Hankerchiefs of Goodbye  
Sally Miklowski - Re-forming Methods (sample)  
New World Performance Laboratory - The Book of Saints and Martyrs  
The Performance Art Church  
Phffft! Dance Theatre Company - excerpts from Two-step, The Third Rail and Under America  
Gene Preble - Excerpt from Genealogy  
Reggae Theatre Ensemble - Malcolm X Meet Peter Tosh  
Kelly Reiling  
La Ribot / Ailles Tobin - 12 Tone La Das De Plumas  
Dan Rigney - Gort Excerpts 3/25/95  
Suzanne Rosenblatt  
Mikel Rouse - Failing Kansas excerpt: Like My Dream  
Margery Segal - excerpts from The Portrait Project  
Maynard Smith  
Taken by the Faeries - excerpts
- Black Umfolosi
- Cara Walz - documents of P.D.S. and Scheme; Lemon Tree video
- Joseph Wilson - Pigs Feet and Marble Skies

- **Box 13. Various**
  - AlienNation - *Orpheus / Eurydike* (excerpt) and *My Story Began Before I was Born*
  - Art Attack - *2:1 McCarron Park / Karl Marx Hof*
  - Arththrob Productions - *Exit the Advert*
  - Ron Athey - *Four Scenes in a Harsh Life*
  - Atticus - *A Sleep and Hands Off*
  - Bi Ma Dance Company - *Beyond the Legend* [PAL]
  - Blast Theory - *Chemical Wedding*
  - Djola Bernard Branner - *Sweet Sadie*
  - Peter Burns - *Heat of History*
  - Patrick Burton - *Until* (selected excerpts)
  - Barbara Campbell - *Backwash*
  - Monty Cantsin - *1st Van Kantor*
  - Chimera - *Trapeze and Fire Theatre*
  - Chimera - *Wandigo*
  - Beau Coleman - *HOLDING* - waiting for ecstacy
  - Timothy Collins - *Levitate*
  - Etant Donnes - *Royaume* [PAL]
  - Etant Donnes - *A Star is the Sky, Kingdom, Poetry Reading, Poetry Reading, Kingdom, Dreamachines*
  - Fetisch Park - *Vox über Fetisch Park*
  - Forced Entertainment Theatre Co-operative - excerpts from *Club of No Regrets* and *Emanuelle Enchanted*
  - Frank Green - excerpts from *Don't Cling, Just Say Yes To Bugs*, and *The Scarlet Letters*
  - KTO Theatre - *Jerzy Zon*
  - Labyrinthium
  - Alan Mclean and Tony Mustoe - *Snoozyland*
  - Alan Mclean and Tony Mustoe - *Snoozyland*
  - Miriam - *demo-video*
  - Not the Hollywood Women - *The Fitting Room* [PAL]
  - John Perkins - *Sitar*
  - Planet on the Prowl - *Demo*
  - PLUD
  - Mark Rodgers
  - Jason Sanford - *Neptune*
  - Scalectrix - promo for *Falling Light*
  - Shinkansen - *Frederick's First Kiss*
  - Small Bones Dance Company - *Finding Level, Parameter Shift* [PAL]
  - J. N. Smith - *Healing*
  - M. Smith - *E Demo Freaks*
  - Tari Ito - *Face (to face)*
  - Brigitte Wellmann - *Questions and Marble Arch*
  - Holly Wilson
Holly Wilson - desoxy Theatre and 98.4% DNA being...
Fiona Wright - Jonah
Bryn Zellers - Process: Change and Sacrifice
Nancy Zendora - The Descent and White Destiny

- [unlabeled tape]

- **Box 14. Various**
  Many of the videocassettes in this box are in plastic cases with pictures and other interesting packaging.
  - Andanzas - Q and Hepta
  - Laurie Anderson - Collected Videos
  - Laurie Anderson - (on Today Show on NBC)
  - Blue Man Group - (on Closer Look on NBC)
  - Chris Burden - Documentation of Selected Works 1971-75
  - Chris Burden - 1971-75
  - Tania Bruguera - Cabeza Abajo
  - Laurie Beth Clark - The Work of Laurie Beth Clark
  - Shawna Dempsey and Lorri Millan - Object / Subject of Desire, Mary Medusa (excerpt), The Thin Skin of Normal, Growing Up Suite (excerpt), Aborite Housedress (excerpt)
  - Karen Finley - The Constant State of Desire
  - La Fura dels Baus - Manes
  - La Fura dels Baus - Manes
  - La Fura dels Baus - Suz o Suz
  - Paul Granjon / Z Productions - Z food across the world (short and long versions)
  - Michel Lemieux and Victor Pilon - Grand Hôtel des Étrangers
  - Susan Lewis - Ladies Falling
  - Chico MacMurtie - Amorphic Robot Works
  - Meat Circus / Jason Keller - Answers to the Raw Quiz
  - Mondo Beyondo
  - Pat Naldi and Wendy Kirkup - Search
  - One Yellow Rabbit - Permission
  - Operation Rescue [SVHS]
  - Silvia Pritz - Tangos Científicos
  - Olga Roriz Companhia de Dança
  - Rachel Rosenthal - The Performance World of Rachel Rosenthal (MASTER)
  - Rachel Rosenthal - Was Black
  - Scott Serrano - Containers, Continuity, and Blood and Stone
  - Chris Skaggs - Internet User Group
  - Theodora Skipitares
  - Janis Somerville and Pip Cozens - Performances Germany 1997
  - Janis Somerville and Pip Cozens - Stay Alive!
  - Survival Research Labs - The Will to Provoke
  - Los Tricksters - documentation of Fotos!
  - Claude Wampler - Cake Fur
  - Lorena Wolffer - Selection of Performances 1992-1995
Series VI: PAF Paper Business Files

The business files contain all of the files related to the business operations of the Festival. They also include press releases and other essential Festival documentation. The items listed below are the titles provided on the folders.

All of the boxes in this series except for box 6 have been transferred to CSU. Mulready believes that box 6 may contain all of the waivers pertaining to the video. (This box was not physically located with the others prior to transfer to CSU.)

- **Box 1. PAF Files 1988 - 1994**
  - "That Stinks" Party 9/94
  - 3/4/94 OAC Site Visit
  - Raw News 1:1
  - Objects Checklist
  - OTF [Outside the Frame] File
  - OTF Performance Art Background
  - OTF Budgets
  - Program Originals [1993]
  - PAF92 Workshops
  - PAF93 Feedback
  - Thank-Yous to PAF93
  - Special Event Agreements
  - PAF 90/91 Budgets
  - PAF Program 92-94
  - PAF93 Call for Artists Masters
  - Hard Corps
  - Special Event Agreements
  - Program Notes / Credits
  - Panel Meeting 92
  - PAF92 Call for Artists
  - PAF92 Artist Checklists
  - PAF92 Media Originals
  - PAF92 Budget
  - PAF91 Calendars
  - PAF91 Artist Fact Sheets
  - IRS 501(c)(3) application
  - Levin / Budgets
  - Budget Summary
  - Feedback PAF90
  - Performance Actions
  - Artist Fees
  - 1990 Calls for Artists
- Calls for Artists 1990/91
- Early Letters to PAF
- Artist Checklists
- Final Report PAF89
- CPT PAF89 Programs - *What is Performance Art*
- CPT PAF 2 Call for Artists
- Press Releases
- PAF88 Stuff

- **Box 2. PAF Files 1995 - 1997**
  - Bicentennial Committee
  - Invitational Artists PAF96
  - Mailing List Blank Sheets
  - Raw Quiz Returned
  - Jennifer Breckner
  - Thea hours
  - Shirley Clark Consultancy
  - Digital Imaging
  - PAF97 Address List
  - PAF97 Accom Letter
  - Voice Mail Message
  - Free Times Box Locations
  - PAF97 Tech Budgets
  - Humaneering
  - Colonial Arcade
  - Free Times PAF97
  - PAF97 WENZ Sponsorship
  - PAF97 Party Time Chair Rental
  - TNT Mailfast
  - Cleveland Cultural Coalition
  - PAF97 Hard Corps Flyer
  - 1995-96 Media Guide [empty folder]
  - Comfort Inn
  - PAF97 WENZ Radio
  - PAF97 Panel
  - Bergengren / Morrison Paper "Certain Uncertainty: The Cleveland PAF"
  - 97 Hotel Discounts Letter
  - PAF97 Nightly Programs
  - Hard Corps PAF96 [Hard Corps was a membership group for fans of the Festival.]
  - Hard Corps PAF95
  - PAF97 Hotel Discounts
  - PAF97 Press Release
  - Temporary Liquor Permits
  - Fourth World
  - Digitized Images for PAF96
  - In-kind / Trade / Volunteer
  - PAF96 Feedback
  - Thea / Jennifer
Video Log (Justin Lucas' Masters)
PAF97 Press Release
Donation Thank you 4/20/96
Volunteers
PAF97 Call for Artists
Raw News 4:1 [Raw News was the newsletter for the Hard Corps, a membership group for friends of the Festival.]
Hard Corps Flyers PAF97
Raw News 3:1
Raw News 3:2
Raw News 3:3
Raw News 2:1
Raw News 2:2
Raw News 2:3
Raw News 2:4
Raw News 2:5
Raw News 2:6
Raw News 2:7
Raw News 2:8
Raw News 1:1
Raw News 1:2
Raw News 1:3
Raw News 1:4
Legal Offense Team
ADDY for PAF96 Catalog [Advertising award]
Program Notes and Credits
Downtown Food [Guide to restaurants and other food in downtown Cleveland, for visiting artists]
Press Release PAF96
Calendars
Television Stations
Volunteers
American Greetings
Colonial Arcade
PAF96 Schedule
The Japan Foundation
Hotel and Accommodations PAF96
AOCCA (Hook Up Ohio)
PAF96 Press Release
Performance Art, Culture, Pedagogy Symposium at PSU Nov. 13-16, 1996
Free Times Ads
Britta Wheeler survey fairy
Table and Chair Rentals (Able Rents)
Kinko's Signs and Graphics
WENZ Radio Sponsor PAF96
To Pay
Hanna Parking PAF96
PAF96 ADV
Catalog Mailing
- Charles Garoian article
- Hard Corps Flyer
- Feedback Session 4/28/95
- Faxes Sent PAF96
- Performance Open Letter #2 PAF96
- Alice Paul Printers
- Japan Foundation
- Panel PAF96
- Exec-U-Print
- Beverage Distributors
- Fulbright
- Volunteer Letter
- PAF96 Welcome Letter
- PAF96 Performance Open Letter
- March 30, 1996 Flyer Mailer
- Thank you notes
- Letters of Recommendation
- [unlabeled folder with original for PAF96 Artist Application]
- 1992 Thank yous
- Cougar PAF96 Catalog

- **Box 3. PAF Files 1998**
  - CPT Contract 99
  - Robert Thurmer
  - Budget
  - Press
  - Spare Room
  - Michael Herbst
  - Robert Thurmer
  - Mailing List
  - CPT Agreement
  - CIA Work-study
  - PAF99 Artists
  - PAF 1999
  - Poster
  - Digital Media Project
  - [unlabeled folder]
  - PAF98
  - PAF98
  - PAF98 News Clips
  - [various PAF98 flyers, not in folder, also Cleveland Public Theatre floorplan]
  - [unlabeled folder - artist applications]
  - PAF98 Originals [artist applications]
  - 98 Original Panel Results
  - [PAF98 artists, four pages, not in folder]
  - The Fund for U.S. Artists
  - Press Releases 98
  - PAF Gund Foundation FY98
  - Budgets
- PAF Cleveland Foundation 98
- OAC VIS/PT 98
- [unlabeled folder, contains various performance art events and related not in Cleveland]
- PAF Venues [empty folder]
- CPT Contract PAF98
- Phone Log [empty folder]
- [unlabeled folder - PAF stationary]
- Better Business Bureau
- PAF Cleveland Foundation FY97
- PAF Cleveland Foundation 98 Final Report - Guidelines
- [unlabeled folder - mostly PAF stationary and 2p. of correspondence]
- Mailing List Updates
- Publicity PAF 1998
- Business Volunteerism Council
- Correspondence PAF FY98
- Call For Artists
- Kinko's
- CPT 98
- PAF OAC 98
- Government PAF
- [Cleveland Center for Contemporary Art mailing list, not in folder]
- PAF Venues [empty folder]
- Partnership for Arts and Culture
- Consulate General of the Netherlands
- Misc. Images
- [unlabeled, empty folder]
- [unlabeled folder with photographs of performance artists]
- Denis Beaubois
- [unlabeled folder - budget / board of directors agenda]
- CPT Contract 99 [empty folder]

- **Box 4. General Funding Files**
  Most of the items in this box are in folders. Those that are not are mostly pamphlets and annual reports, which are noted in italics, to separate them from the folders.
  - *Arts Presenters Profile of Member Organization*
  - *City of Los Angeles Cultural Affairs Department 1992/1993 Cultural Grants Guidelines and Application Forms*
  - *AmeriTrust Development Bank folder*
  - *Headlands Journal 1986-89*
  - *London Arts Board Funding Programmes*
  - *Edinburgh Fringe Festival*
  - *Press and PR Guidebook 93 Edinburgh Fringe Festival*
  - *Edinburgh Fringe Festival Programme '93*
  - *Business and the Arts - Cleveland's Profitable Partnership (reprinted from BusinessWeek July 5, 1993)*
  - *Playhouse Square Foundation 1993 Annual Report*
  - *Ohio Arts Council Artists on Tour 1994-1995*
- Joyce Mertz-Gilmore Foundation
- Lannan Foundation
- Ford Foundation
- Pew Charitable Trusts Program Guidelines 1997
- Pew Charitable Trusts 1995 Annual Report
- Pew Charitable Trust
- Arts Midwest
- Dancing in the Streets
- The Getty Grant Program
- Foundation for Contemporary Performance Arts
- IBM
- Martha Holden Jennings Foundation
- Metropolitan Life Foundation
- Lila-Wallace Readers Digest Arts Partners Program
- The Fund for US Artists at International Festivals and Exhibitions
- Regional Artists' Projects Grants
- The Thomas Project
- Ruth Mott Fund
- Henry Luce Foundation
- Sara Lee Foundation
- Jewish Community Federation
- Arts Midwest
- NEA

- **Box 5. Funding Files 1992-1996**
  - Kulas Foundation
  - International
  - Pew Charitable Trusts
  - Norton Family Foundation
  - Target
  - Nordson Corp. Foundation
  - Elizabeth Firestone Graham Foundation
  - Dayton Hudson Corporation
  - Nathan Cummings Foundation
  - Yellow Springs Institute
  - NAAO Travel Subsidies
  - Yellow Springs 1992
  - OAC T/A Application 8/92 for NAAO Conference
  - APAP TAP Application 8/92
  - SPACES
  - Peter Lewis / Progressive Proposal 93
  - Progressive 92 Application
  - Progressive Proposal (PAF91)
  - CPT Corporate Funders
  - Arts Midwest
  - Arts Midwest Meet the Composer
  - Andy Warhol Foundation
  - Foundation for Contemporary Performance Arts, Inc.
  - George Gund Foundation PAF96 Application
  - George Gund Foundation PAF95 Application
- George Gund Foundation PAF94 Application
- George Gund Foundation PAF92 and PAF93
- Cleveland Foundation PAF96 Application
- Cleveland Foundation PAF95 Application
- Cleveland Foundation PAF94 Application
- Cleveland Foundation PAF93 Application
- Cleveland Foundation PAF92 Application
- The Cleveland Foundation

**Box 6. News Clips**
This box has not yet been transferred to Cleveland State.

**Box 7. Various Programs - Hard Corps, PAF Tour, etc.**
- PAF Tour
- Chicago Best of the Fest
- New York Best of the Fest
- Baltimore Best of the Fest
- Cincinnati Best of the Fest
- BAAA Residency
- N.O. Live Award 9/92
- 8 1/2 x 11 Annual Covers [photocopies]
- The Cleveland Foundation Civic Study Commission on the Performing Arts
- "This Is Performance Art" video program
- PAF96 Media Originals [and correspondence]
- OAC Annual Conference, Columbus, 9/27-29, 1995
- Membership Program - Shirley Clark
- Kleveland Kulture
- Hard Corps Flyers 1995
- Murphy / Mulready
- Robert Markey CCCA [Cleveland Center for Contemporary Art]
- Fourth World
- Performance Art, Culture, Pedagogy Nov. 13-16, 1996
- Art on the Internet

**Box 8. Artist Applications 1990-1998**
This box does not have any folders - it is made up of books, magazines, and plastic bound books.
The major contents of this box are the bound copies of the proposals that the artists submitted in application to the festival.
- *Organizing Artists: A Document and Directory of the National Association of Artists' Organizations*
- Arts Midwest - *Freedom of Expression in the Arts*
- Tad Crawford - *Legal Guide for the Visual Artist*
- *Northern Ohio Live* February, 1994 [article detailing PAF]
- *Northern Ohio Live* April 1995
- *Ms.* July/August 1992
- *Cleveland Magazine* January, 1994
- Performance Art Festival 1990 Packet of Written Proposals
- **Box 9. Artist Application Books (bound), Box Office and Concession Reports**
  - PAF99 Box Office
  - PAF99 Concession
  - PAF98 Box Office
  - PAF97 Box Office
  - PAF97 Concession
  - PAF96 Box Office Reports
  - PAF96 OLD Box office Reports
  - PAF96 Concession Reports
  - Box Office Reports PAF95
  - Concession Reports PAF95
  - PAF94 Box Office
  - PAF94 Concession Reports
  - PAF93 Box Office Reports
  - PAF93 Concessions
  - Box Office Reports PAF92
  - Concession Reports PAF92
  - PAF91 Box Office Reports
  - Box Office Reports PAF90
  - Box Office PAF89
  - Cleveland Performance Art Festival 1992 Panelist Application Packet
  - Cleveland Performance Art Festival 1995 Panelist Application Packet
  - Cleveland Performance Art Festival 1997 Panelist Application Packet
  - Cleveland Performance Art Festival 1993 Panelist Application Packet [two copies]
  - Cleveland Performance Art Festival 1992 Panelist Application Packet
  - Cleveland Performance Art Festival 1996 Panelist Application Packet [Robert Thurmer's copy]
  - Cleveland Performance Art Festival 1999 Panelist Application Packet
Packet

- **Box 10. Artist Publicity Photos (non-PAF) and News Clips Books (bound)**
  - Large 3-ring binder, with photographs, slides, and other visual materials, mostly Kain Karawahn, Ivan Rados, Laila Voss, Janet Grau, Lynn Book
  - 3-ring binder, containing slides and photographic prints of artists performing at PAF97
  - News clips PAF96, stapled
  - PAF98 News Clip book [3 copies]
  - PAF97 News Clip book [9 copies]
  - PAF96 News Clip book [4 copies]
  - PAF94 News Clip book
  - PAF93 News Clip book
  - PAF92 News Clip book [4 copies]
  - Roland 1999 New Products Video [VHS videocassette]
  - Very large 3-ring binder of artist publicity photos, arranged by festival, PAF89-PAF94. Photos are primarily prints, in black and white, though many are color and are slides. These also include photographs printed in magazines and postcards.

- **Box 11. PAF digital files and Apple software**
  Zip (and other) disks with seemingly interesting content have been noted, and some have been read and stored. Otherwise, disks are described as a group. Many of the disks contain application software and do not have any festival data. Disks labeled "copied" have been read and copied to CD-ROM. A copy of the CD-ROMs has been placed in this file.
  - Zip Disks
    - [blank]
    - [blank]
    - PAF97 website
    - PAF99 Photos - Original
    - PAF99 Photos [not sure if these are different from the original - will have to check] [disk is unlabeled, just has a "Please Return to: Thomas Mulready" label, with his address]
    - Melissa Mance - Performance Photos [other unrelated personal files on disk not copied] [with descriptive insert]
    - Quicktime 2.5, Macintosh System 7.5.5, Stuffit Deluxe. [not copied]
    - PAF RT99 [?, but includes web site]
    - Copy of Heaven [applications, etc. - not copied]
    - eMcee movie
    - PAF98-99 (from Robert Thurmer)
    - PAF98 (from Robert Thurmer) [seems that content may be identical, or similar to disk "PAF98-99"]
    - PAF97-98
    - Carol Hunt Design [nothing PAF related - not copied]
    - PAF97-99
- 17
- 15 (applications) [two copies]
- PAF 1998 photos by Thaddeus Root [serious errors reading disk - unable to read]
- PAF96
- PAF Archive #2 [two copies]
- PAF Archive #1 [two copies]
- PAF98 images [seems unreadable - click of death]
- PAF Archive #3 [unreadable, norton utils have not been run]
- PAF Archive #4

  - Other Media
    - [5 44MB Syquest Cartridges. Most significant contents is PAF96 Web site]
    - [Many 3.5" floppy discs, mostly Mac format]

- **Box 12. Performing Arts Management**
  This box contains books and other printed materials pertaining to performing arts management. The items are almost entirely not in folders, and are generally in the book or some other bound format. There are also many loose papers. The items in this box, for the most part, do not pertain at all to the Performance Art Festival specifically, but still seem relevant.

- **Box 13. PAF Expenses 1989-1999**
  These files are quite large, ranging from 1-2 inches thick.
  - PAF99 Expenses
  - PAF98 Expenses
  - PAF93 Expenses File
  - PAF92 Expenses
  - PAF91 Expenses File
  - PAF90 Expenses File
  - CPT PAF89 Expenses

- **Box 14. PAF Funding 1997-2003**
  Many of the items in this box are not in folders. Folders are listed by their proper titles. Items not in folders are listed in italics, in the order that they were found in the box.
  - *Multi-Arts Production Fund 2004 Guidelines and Application*
  - *Rockefeller Foundation Multi-Arts Production Fund 2003 Guidelines and Application*
  - *National Endowment for the Arts Grants for Art Projects Application Guidelines 2004*
  - OAC Visual Arts 02/03 Project Support
  - *Ohio Arts Council Guidelines 2002-2003*
  - Daniel Langlois Foundation
  - NEA Heritage / Preservation
  - CSU Special Collections Library Agreement
  - TNTU Research Consultancy Agreement
  - CPT Space Agreement 2003
  - Various Support Materials
Series VII: Various PAF Audio, Videos & Photos

This series contains assorted materials pertaining to the Performance Art Festival, mainly videos.

Boxes 1-6 (of 7) in this series have been transferred to CSU.

- **Box 1. Videos: Preview Tapes, Promo Clips**
  This series contains primarily videocassettes, in VHS and SVHS formats, as well as one audiocassette. Titles are taken from the labels on the cassettes, with additional information supplied as needed. Tapes are in VHS format unless noted otherwise.
  - Performance Art Festival Opening Weekend WENZ Radio Spot [audiocassette]
This Is Performance Art (6/96) S-VHS Sub-Master [SVHS]
1995 Preview Tape
1994 Cleveland Performance Art Festival
Overview with Rose, Cooney, and Chong
Performance Art Festival Tape #1
Performance Art Festival Tape #2
Performance Art Festival Tape #3
Performance Art Festival Tape #7
Performance Art Festival Tape #1
Performance Art Festival
Performance Art Festival
PAF95 Install Video Work Video
Kain [Karawahn] Edit Master [SVHS]
PAF Intro
Kain [Karawahn] and Bridge Work Edit Tape [SVHS]
Kain [Karawahn] rough
Kain [Karawahn] and Cleveland river and bridge cutaways 7/18/95
Camera Master [SVHS]
1996: This is Performance Art - MASTER (version 1) [SVHS]
This Is Performance Art EDIT MASTER (PAF96) [SVHS]
C. Cleveland Performance Art Festival - John Giffin
B. Cleveland Performance Art Festival - James Slowiak
Cleveland Performance Art Festival 94
PAF Promo Clip - Raphael Ortiz, John Fleck, Miya Masaoka, Erica Blue [SVHS]
Tape 4: Music Segments and Transition Shots [SVHS]
Kain Karawahn - Fire Videos
PAF Promo Clip - Raphael Ortiz, John Fleck, Miya Masaoka, Erica Blue
PAF Highlights 1987-1990
Overview of PAF + PAF88 + PAF89 with interviews of Kathy Rose, Ping Chong...
Interviews and Cutaways - Dubbed from 3/4" Tape #1 [SVHS]
Interviews and Cutaways - Dubbed from 3/4" Tape #2 [SVHS]
Interviews and Cutaways - Dubbed from 3/4" Tape #3 [SVHS]
Interviews with Artists - PAF94 and PAF93
[urlabeled tape]
SRL for Sean
1994 PAF Preview
Cutaways of Cleveland 10/10/94 (with Justin for TV show) [SVHS]
Tape 1: City Cutaways, Inside Theater Space
AVVA #9 - Interviews with: Ping Chong, Kathy Rose, Doug Cooney, Karem Stephens, Dana Bryant, Migel Rofi.

- **Box 2. Videos: Media Party tapes, work samples, copies of highlights tapes**
  This box contains VHS videocassettes, mostly 120 minutes in length. They are labeled as follows. Unlabeled tapes are described in brackets.
  - Ninth Annual 1996 Cleveland Performance Art Festival This is Performance Art [6 copies, printed label, assumed to be festival
- Box 3. Videos: TV News Clip originals, PAF88 and PAF89 Highlight masters (transferred to Beta)
  Mostly VHS, 120 minute tapes, unless noted otherwise.
  - TV3 News Coverage 4/13/90 6pm
  - TV3 News Coverage 4/12/90 6pm & 11pm and 4/14/90 6pm
- 4/14/90 11pm Annie Sprinkle
  4/20/90 6pm Earth Day
  4/21/90 11pm Billy Curmano
- TV News Highlights of Olejarz & PAF
  MASTER FROM TV
- Channel 3 News - Harold Olejarz - 4-20-90
- PAF TV5 Coverage (edited)
  MASTER
- TV4 News Coverage PAF90
  Edit Master
- 3/13/92 WEWS-TV Morning Exchange - Kate Bornstein -
  MASTER
- Television Coverage - PAF93
  1. Ch5 WEWS - Edition Five interview with Mulready
  2. Ch5 Morning Exchange Jane Goldberg
- La Futura Dels Baus
  TV3 News Coverage 1990 of Annie Sprinkle - COPY
- Die Audio Gruppe on WJW-TV8
- Possible PAF94 News Coverage
  Home Shopping Club interview with Thomas Mulready
- PAF94 - Raphael Ortiz on WEWS ABC TV5 2/10/94 MASTER
- Julie Laffin - WPB-TV West Palm Beach 3/9/95 MASTER
- Julie Laffin - WPB-TV West Palm Beach 3/7/95 Copy
- WUAB-TV Ch. 43 4/30/97 10pm News MASTER
- PAF97 TV Coverage 1. WUAB-TV 43 4/30/97 10pm
  Fox8 News in the Morning 4/13/99
- 43 Focus WUAB-TV 4/17/99
- WJW TV8 10/2/96 Webb Road Parking Lot
- Cleveland Performance Art Festival PAL [2 copies]
- CPT PAF2 (Sub from 3/4" TBC)
- WUAB-TV 43 7/28/96 "43 Focus" interview (15 min.) (dubbed to beta)
- Ch. 43 4/30 Ch. 43 and 19 5/1 97? (dubbed to beta)
- Public Service Announcements
  1. 1x:30 PAF PSA 1994
  2. 3x:10 CPT PSAa 1989 (VHS MASTER)
- Camera Masters for PAF spots (PSAs)
- Cleveland Public Theatre
  Performance Art Festival Highlights 1988
  S-VHS MASTER
- Cleveland Public Theatre
  Performance Art Festival Highlights 1988
  VHS MASTER
- NEA Washington D.C. Television Fox Morning News
- PAF89 EDIT MASTER
- Camera Master (beta, no year stated)
- Edited Master (beta, no year stated)
- Performance Art Festival Highlights 88 EDIT MASTER (U-maticS)

- Box 4. Videos: PSA masters and copies, 3/4" & 1" copies (transferred
to Beta)
Items are in various video formats, as noted.

- Thomas Mulready - What Is Performance Art - 10 minutes (U-matic (larger size))
- Thomas Mulready - Modern Stage Design - 9 minutes (U-matic (larger size))
- (reel to reel tape) No label as to content, noted 15 ips, no NR, tail out, tones on tail.
- Performance Art Festival - Art is Where You Find It :30 PSA Stereo 2/11/94 MASTER (open reel video tape)
- Cleveland Public Theatre - 2x :10 (open reel video tape) [assume to be PSA]
- PAF Sampler(?) (BetacamSP)
- Cleveland Performance Art Festival - Promo Clip - 1 minute (BetacamSP)
- PAF Video Sampler (3x:10 PSAs 89+88) MASTER (VHS)
- Public Service Announcements
  1. 1x:30 PAF PSA 1994
  2. 3x:10 PSAs 1989 (S-VHS MASTER)
- Art Is Where You Find It
  Cleveland Performance Art Festival
  :30 Stereo 2/11/94 (VHS) [two copies]
- Someroski / Davis EDIT MASTER (U-Matic (smaller size))
- Cleveland Public Theatre
  Performance Art Festival Hilights 89 (U-Matic (smaller size))
- 1994 Cleveland Performance Art Festival - Audio Mix (U-Matic (larger size))
- Cleveland Public Theatre
  PSA 3x:10 4/4/89 (VHS)
- One folder of misc. materials, including workshops and color photographs

- Box 5. Audio Recordings: Cassettes & CDs from PAF artists, Cassettes of PAF artists in Cleveland
The material in this file is on various media. It is not in any specific order. For the purposes of clarity, on this list, the items are separated by media, and then in alphabetical order by artist.

  - CD-ROMs [copied]
    - PAF Archives 21 Hi-Res Images - PAF Photo Scans from Envision 2/22/01 MASTER
  - CDs
    - Squonk Opera - *Ha Ha Tali* [two copies]
    - Squonk Opera - *howandever*
    - *Grand Slam: The Best of the National Poetry Slam*
    - NooVooDoo - *holylands*
    - Toby Twining Music - *Shaman*
- The Lorraine Bowen Experience - *Greatest Hits Volume One*
- Either/Orchestra - *The Calculus of Pleasure*
- *Dice: A Collection of Contemporary Women Composers* [two copies]
- P-Form 33
- Allen Ginsberg - *The Lion for Real*
- *Radius Volume 2*
- Andrei Codrescu - *No Tacos for Saddam*
- Bang on a Can - *Cheating, Lying, Stealing*
- Jack Smith - *Les Evening Gowns Damnées*
- The Dark Bob - *An Ever Ominous Dream*
- Territory of Art 2

- Cassettes
  - Nelson Smith - *States of Mind*
  - Kristen Ban Tepper / Luigi Bob Drake
  - Douglas Wagner - *Poles*
  - Tom Tobie
  - Tom Tobie
  - Vampires Radio Spot
  - Arianna DeSano - *White Noise*
  - Bill Gordh - *Morning, Noon, and Nighttime Tales*
  - [unlabeled tape]
  - Ann Meredith - *...And No One Heard Me Scream*
  - Xavier Leonard - *Dangerspace No. 4*
  - Mike Geither - *Arthur 33*
  - Magnifico - *Tape # 1*
  - Julie Carr - *When You Are Old*
  - Craig Matis - *Ballyhoo*
  - Rachel Rosenthal - *filename: FUTURFAX*
  - *Heil*
  - April Hancy - *Sonic Disturbance* and *Recurring Irritations*
  - Ivan Rados - *The Transparent Man*
  - Ivan Rados - *The Transparent Man*
  - The Other Woman
  - Junk Jam
  - Circus - *Junk Jam*
  - Joseph Wilson - *Pigs Feet and Marble Skies*
  - *Various Cleveland Performance Artists*
  - Chris Burden Interview
  - Morrison - 1
  - Morrison - 2
  - Morrison - 3
  - Morrison - 4
  - CPT PAF
  - Benoît Maubrey / Die Audio Gruppe - *Audio Ballerinas*
  - Benoît Maubrey / Die Audio Gruppe - *Audio Jackets and other electronic sculptures*
  - Lynn Book - *Gorgeous Fever: The Radio Drama* [five copies]
  - The Official July 10, 1990 EV Punch Night at Bashouse Trio
- The Official June 23rd, 1990 EV, Patapsco Park, McKeldin Area, Paul and Linda's Wedding Trio
- Lynn Book Audio Sampler
- PAF90 Panelist Review Audiotape MASTER
- Frank Moore - *Combine Plot*
- Sound Festival 89 Promo Cleveland Public Theatre
- Jordan Davis - *Performance and Audio Works*
- Endangered Specie Trio - *Romantic Antics*
- Etant Donnes
- Chris Jaszczyk
- Future Circus - *Arrival*
- [unlabeled tape]
- Abiogenesis - *Guerilla Radio Interviews*
- [unlabeled tape]
- Eric Gradman - *This is the Life!*
- Marc Atkins - *The Peopled Streets*
- Jacki Apple - *The Culture of Disappearance*
- Toad Theater - *Threnody for the Chronically Malcontent*
- 24-7 Spyz
- The C.A.G.E. Record Project - *Modern Sounds*
- Rachel Rosenthal - *filename: FUTURFAX*
- M. Rosas Cobian
- Andrzej Dudek-Dürer - *Equivalent*
- Neptune
- Cassette Fest 1988
- Katherine Boyd - *Conversations With Mrs. Conrad*
- Rachel Rosenthal - *filename: FUTURFAX*
- Squonk Opera - *howandeveer*
- Necessary Illusions
- Lenny Young / Ensemble Duchamp
- Michael Meyers - *Talking*
- Patrick Burton - *Until* (selected excerpts)
- Nora York - *song excerpts*
- Andrzej Dudek-Dürer - *...of Breath*
- Cowboy Girl - *My Secret Rodeo*
- Josefina Cupido - *One Woman One Drum*
- Andrzej Dudek-Dürer - *Metaphysical-Telepathic Activity*
- PAF Spots MASTER
- Lynn Book and Tatsu Aoki
- Aria Edry - *Cancer Notes*
- Sleazy Jesus and the Splatter Pigs
- Craig Matis - *Ballyhoo*
- Liquid Mice - *Demo*
- Frogs Crickets
- North Coast Pipe Band
- Elisha Shapiro - *Work-in-progresss, Belief*
- [unlabeled tape]
- Jeopardy Theme Galleria Spot
- Rachel Rosenthal - *radio spot*
- William Roper [four tapes]
- Samba Scouts
- Sherry Steiner - *The Interpreter*
- Satori Circus / Russell A. Taylor - excerpts from *Equilibrium*
- Peter Burns - *The Grinning Idiot and Other Stories*
- [unlabeled tape]
- *Put Down What You Were Doing* and Rossini
- [unlabeled tape]
- *Taproot 19/20*
- *Artizen Edge*
- The Boiled Buzzards - *Salt and Grease*
- Beverly Johnston
- Repetitive Strain Industries
- Mario Van Horrik
- Cara Walz
- James Stevens - *Made to Measure*
- Hank Hyena - *PAF92 Radio Spot*
- John Perkins
- Sarbjit Samrai
- Jay Bolotin - *The Hidden Boy*
- Example: None - *Providence Cold*
- Cameron Silver
- Laverne Zabielski / Larry Vogt - *The Coffin*
- Sherry Steiner - *Wathergate: The Presidential Conversations*
- Timmie Boose - *Generic You*
- Jordan Davis - *Audio Work*
- Martha Merrick-Shaw - *The Meek... Are Getting Ready*
- Rolando Perez - *Playthings*
- Richard Kostelanetz - *Lovings*
- William Roper
- William Roper
- Jordan Davis - *14 Prayers*
- La Mantia Scott
- Paul M. Kayhart - *Wearing Water / Eating Cement*
- Charlotte Pressler
- Jordan Davis
- HollyWord
- The Dark Bob
- *Infohio After Nine 4/19/99* and *Around Noon 4/23/99*
- Satori Circus - *Equilibrium*
- Peter Burns - *The Grinning Idiot and Other Stories*
- Frank Moore's Radio Commercial - Cleveland Performance Art Festival
- Jeff McMahon - *PAF90 Radio Spot*
- Iris Moore - *PAF90 Radio Spots*
- Baltimore Best of the Fest, Maryland Institute College of Art
- PAF90 Panelist Review Audio Tape
- Peter Burns - PSA
- Reno - Performance Art Festival
- Marilyn Arsem - *PAF90 Radio Spot*
- Lawrence Steger - PSA Cleveland Public Theatre
- Nina Martin - Radio Spot
- William Pope.L - Commercial for CPAF
- André Stitt and Tara Babel - Tiltott [two tapes plus various inserts]
- In TDK Box
  - WMJI Interview 4/12/90
  - WCPN with Adlesic, Isis and Chiaromonte 3/13/92
  - PAF90 Spots by Tom Mulready
  - Performance Art Festival PSA
  - AlterNatives PSA
  - Sound Festival PSA
  - PAF90 Radio Spots Running MASTER
  - PAF89 Audio Selections
  - Flexi-Disc PAF
  - Dateline Delta - Jan/Feb 1989 Performance Art Interview MASTER
  - NEA Solo Theatre Artist Panel Meeting #1
  - NEA Solo Theatre Panel Meeting With Radice MASTER

- Box 6. Photos: PAF93, PAF96 and PAF98, Flexi-Discs, CDs from Ivan Rados and Lynn Book
  - Color Photographs
    - Note: all photographs in this box are approximately 4x6 in. Negatives are enclosed in envelopes with photographs, in plastic sleeves.
    - PAF 1996 Fifteen envelopes, numbered 1-15. All in Kodak envelopes, 1-6, 9-11 with index prints.
    - PAF 1998 Two envelopes, unnumbered.
    - Box of color negatives dated 9-22-93
    - 24 rolls of color negatives, uncut. With various small notes as to the state of the negatives, which unfortunately have fallen off.
    - Approximately two rolls of color film negatives, cut, in plastic sleeves
  - Flexi-Disc Audio Hilights of PAF89
    - 7" records, 33 rpm. Mono. Stack measures 3" thick. Most appear unplayed.
    - Side One:
      - Jeff McMahon from Discontents
      - Frank Green from Five Letters from Jane for (Fe)Male Voices with Shouters and Chains
      - Lawrence Steger from Rented Movies
    - Side Two:
      - William Pope.L from The Nigger and the Narcissist
      - Fred Chance from Cut, scene V from the opera Jar
      - Mike Baker from Dead Emily
  - Compact Discs
    - Ivan Rados - The Radical Change [19 copies]
- Lynn Book + Tatsu Aoki - *Strange Familiar* [four copies]

- **Box 7. PAF99 - Featured artist videos, photos and ephemera**
  Not yet transferred to Cleveland State

## Series VIII Posters, Catalogs & Flyers

These are folded posters and catalogs for various Festival years. The posters often contain detailed information regarding festival events.

- 1. PAF88 Posters and PAF89 Posters
- 2. PAF90 Posters and PAF88 flat Posters
- 3. PAF91 Posters
- 4. PAF91 Posters [not transferred to CSU - same posters are in Box 3]
- 5. PAF91 Posters [not transferred to CSU - same posters are in Box 3]
- 6. PAF92 Posters [not transferred to CSU - same posters are in Series IX, Box 4, unfolded]
- 7. PAF92 Posters [not transferred to CSU - same posters are in Series IX, Box 4, unfolded]
- 8. PAF92 Flyers
- 9. PAF92 Flyers [not transferred to CSU]
- 10. PAF93 Posters [not transferred to CSU - same posters are in Series IX, Box 6, unfolded]
- 11. PAF93 Posters [not transferred to CSU - same posters are in Series IX, Box 6, unfolded]
- 12. PAF93 Flyers [not transferred to CSU - same flyers are in Box 14]
- 13. PAF94 Flyers [not transferred to CSU - same flyers are in Box 14]
- 14. PAF93 Flyers and PAF94 Flyers
- 15. PAF94 Posters
- 16. PAF94 Posters [not transferred to CSU - same contents as Box 15]
- 17. PAF94 Posters [not transferred to CSU - same contents as Box 15]
- 18. PAF95 Catalogs
- 19. PAF95 Catalogs [not transferred to CSU - same contents as Box 18]
- 20. PAF95 Catalogs [not transferred to CSU - same contents as Box 18]
- 21. PAF95 Catalogs [not transferred to CSU - same contents as Box 18]
- 22. PAF96 Catalogs
- 23. PAF97 Catalogs
- 24. PAF97 Catalogs [not transferred to CSU - same contents as Box 23]
- 25. PAF97 Catalogs [not transferred to CSU - same contents as Box 23]
- 26. PAF98 Catalogs
- 27. PAF98 Catalogs [not transferred to CSU - same contents as Box 26]
- 28. PAF98 Catalogs [not transferred to CSU - same contents as Box 26]
- 29. PAF99 Posters [not transferred to CSU - same contents as Box 30]
- 30. PAF99 Posters and Postcards
- 31. Envelopes for 95 and 98 Catalogs [these are plain white envelopes and do not carry any festival specific information] [not transferred to CSU]
- 32. Samples of Posters [not transferred to CSU]
- 33. Samples of Posters [not transferred to CSU]
Series IX: Packages of Flat Posters

These posters were printed to advertise the various festivals. They are in various sizes. Exact numbers of posters are unknown, but stack thicknesses vary between 3/4 and 1 1/2 inches.

- 1. Package of Flat PAF 89 Posters
- 2. Package of Flat PAF 89 Posters [not transferred to CSU]
- 3. Package of Flat PAF 90 Posters
- 4. Package of Flat PAF 92 Posters
- 5. Package of Flat PAF 92 Posters [not transferred to CSU]
- 6. Package of Flat PAF 93 Posters
- 7. Package of Flat PAF 94 Posters
- 8. Package of Flat PAF 94 Posters [not transferred to CSU]
- 9. Package of Flat PAF 96 Posters
- 10. Package of Flat PAF 96 Posters [not transferred to CSU]
- 11. Package of Flat PAF 99 Posters
- 12. Package of Flat PAF 99 Posters [not transferred to CSU]
- 13. 25 Various Flats [not transferred to CSU]